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Young Wild West's Weston Welcome
I

OR, ARIETTA'S BIRTHDAY GIFT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Arietta Plans the Welcome.
It was durin1g the time when the mining· camp
of Weston, in the Black Hills, which had been
founded by and named in honor of Young Wild
West, the Champion Deashot and dashing Boy
Hero of the West, was in full blast that our
story opens_ In company with his two partners,
Cheyenne Charlie and _Jim Dart, and the girls
and two Chinamen who traveled with them, Wild,
as he was called by his friends and acquaintunces,
was stopping at the settlement know as Horse
H ead, which was not far from the Nebraska
State line in the then territory of Dagota. Our
friends had been away on one of their adventurous trips, and at the suggestion of Arietta Murdock, Young Wild West's 1/!,'0lden-haired sweetheart, they were on their way to Weston to spend
a week or two. At the time of which we write,
Horse Head was not much of a place, thoug;h by
this time it must have grown consideTably. It
was a plea$ant day in early fall, and as they had
put away the horses and "washed up," as Cheyenne Charlie called it, they sat upon the porch
watching the sun as it neared the line of the
western horizon, while waiting for the supperbell to ring. If our l1ero had not been busily
engaged i-n talking to his partners and the proprietor of the tavern, he might have noticed that
the three girls were acting in a rather mysterious fashion.
Anna, Cheyenne Charlie's wife, was doing a
lot of whispering, while Eloise Gardner, who was
the sweetheart of Jim Dart, kept glancing toward
the young deadshot and his partners and acting
as though she was afraid they might hear what
was being said. Finally she whispered something to Arietta, who promptly nodded to Anna
and then said, loud enough for Wild and his
partners to hear her:
"Let's take a walk around to the rear of the
buildi:r,-ig, girls. I think I Bee some flowers over
there that are still blooming. We may as well
gather some. We have time enougt1 before supper, I think."
The scout's wife and Eloise promptly signified
their willingness to go, so thev promptly started
off without saying anything further. When they
were out of sight of Wild and his partners, Arietta turned to h e1· two companions and said:

"We~l, girls, I am satisfied that the only way t o
carry 1t out properly is to let Charlie and J im
know the secret."
"Do you think so?" Anna asked, opening wide
her eyes.
"Yes, I do. I heard the hoielkeeper's wife say
that one of the part y of hunters who found Wild
in a clump of bushes near the burned cabin when
he was but an infant is in a dying co11dition, and
that he has frequently expressed the desire to
see Wild before he dies. Wild does not know
this yet, and I don't mean tha-t he shall until
t o-morrow morning. At first it was my intention
to let him go and see this man and take Charlie
and Jim with him. But if they go, too, it may
not work, for they would never agree to the rest
of us going on alone to Weston. I think I can
arrange it so that Wild will be quite willing to
go and pay a visit to the dying man, while we
agree to ride on slowly, so that he may overtake
us before we get to Weston. Of course, we won't
ride slowly, for we want to get there ahead. He
knows nothing of the welcome that has been
planned for him at Weston, nor does lie have the
least idea that I have a birthdav gift for him.
As near as he can judge, he will be nineteen
years of age some time this montJ1. Having been
found when he was probably about two years of
age, it is impossible to tell just when his birthday is, but Mr. West, who adopted him, always
declared that he was positive that the babe was
not more than two years of age when he found
him. Now, then, I want you to agree with me
in this and it can be arranP-ed nicely, I think."
"Of course we'll a,g ree with you, Arietta," the
scout's wife answered, quickly. "You always
seem to know what's best, anyhow."
"That is right," Eloise spoke up, smilingly.
"Anna, if we were more like Arietta, we might
be called real girls of the West. But it happens
that she wa;,i born ' and brought up here, and we
were not. However, I think we have made out
very well since we have "been making our trips
through the wildest parts of the country dUi'ing
the past year or two."
"You· certainly have, Eloise," Arietta answered,
with a nod. "You have improvad wonderfully.
You can both handle a rifle or 1gun about as well
as I can now, and you should be proud of it, too.
As fo r liking excitement and adventu re, you
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have gone on imp1·oving- ever since you first began to grow used to it. But never mind about
that. What we want to do now is to fix up a
rig surQrise for Wild . . You know very well that
weeks ~o I wrote East for a rifle. which I intend to give Wild as a birthdav ,r,if... No doubt
there never was a handsomer rifle than this one
to be seen in these parts. It cost me over three
hundrecl dollars, for it is R;old mounted, and one
of the latest Te,iea+eTs. According to a ll'!tter I
received a week ago, it is now at Weston in
chargP, of my granrlfatlv' r. Grandpa has made
big nlans to give Wild a welcome when he arrives at We ~ton, but we will ,g-et there ahead of
him, and thPn we can take pa1·t in the surprise
that awails him."
"Well. if you think Charlie and Jim onght to
bf:! l.it it.to the secret, all right," Anna observed.
"I'll see tu it that Charlie knows all about it oef~ ra we reth-P to-night."
"And I'll tell Jim right after supper," Eloise
declared.
"Well, I have already taken care that the landl0rd's wife does not mention anything- about
the dying settler to Wild to-night. I cautioned
her to tell her husband so that he mi _g ht not.
If he does not hear of it, everything will be all
right."
The three then walked along to where Arietta
had seen the fl0,wers, for there were really a few
blooming a short distance in the rear of the
tavern. They each gathered a bunch and as they
started to return the supper-bell rang.
"Well, Et," said Young Wild West, as he stood
waiting fo1· · his sweetheart, "you have g_athcred
some very pretty flowers, I see. Somehow I
never take notice of anythin,g in the way of
flowers unless you have them. That is rather
strange, isn't it?"
"Yes, I should think so, Wild," the girl answered, as she stenped up and pinned one of the
flowers to the lapel of his coat. "There! Now
see how much nicer you look."
They both laughed at this, and then went on
into the dining-room. Charlie ano Jim each
sported a flower in their button-holes, too, and
the scout was grinning broadly, since it probably occurred to him that he looked something
like a dude.
"Gals will be gals, Wild," he said. "Jest as if
I wanted that thinig stuck in my button-hole."
"Well, it looks all right, Charlie," the young
deadshot retorted, with a smile. "Just because
your hair is long, and you are an old scout , don't
say that you can't wear a flower in your buttonhole."
"Well, Ws all right while we're settin' here, I
s'pose, so let her go! Let's pile some of this
grub into us. I'm mighty hungry."
Our friends were well known at Horse Head,
and as Youn,g Wild West and his uartners had
done much to preserve the peace in the vicinity
of the settlement, they were regarded highly by
almost every one living there. The tavernkeeper thought so much of them that he had
taken pains to have his wife get 'up somethin_g;
extra for supper. The extra course was fried
chicken, and there was plenty of it. The outdoor
life they led caused our friends to have a very
good appetite at all times, bµt just now the more
tl::ey ate the hungrier they got, it seemed. At

last Arietta ceased eating, and laughingly exclaimed:
"I am beginning to feel ashamed of myself.
Just think of what I have eaten alreadv."
Then they laug-hed and chatter! until finally
theh- appetites harl been satisfied, aft.er which
Eloise nodded to .Jim and asked him to take a
walk with her. The two went on outside. and
then Anna. called her husband and they followed,
taking a r1ifferent direction. '
·
"Well, F,t," saio the youn,g- dead shot, with a
smile at his sweetheart, "I reckon we may as well
take a little walk, too. It is certainlv a fine
evening, and it will -do us good to look around.
I haven't seen many of the residen ts of Ho1·se
H<>ad yet, but I sup11o ~e thev will show un a1·ound
her? before the evening· had passed awav."
"Most likely, Wild,'' the girl answered, and
then they started out, walkinv toward the snot
where the flowers had been gathered before sup-per.
Arietta knew that Charlie and Jim would
soon know the secret now, and she meant to keep
Wild awav from them long enough to ,give Anna
and Eloise plentv of time. This was ml'maged
all right, and half an hour later, when they all
returned and sat upon the porch, all but the
young deadshot himself knew that a big surorise
was awaiting him when he reached Weston on
the morrow.
A little later several of the male residents
of the little town began to gather at the tavern,
-and then it was that our hero and his partners
were called away from the girls. Though it was
very t::,me there, just then, they passed a very
pleasant evening, and when it finally came time
for them to go to theh sleeping rooms for the
nig·ht, Arietta was elated to think that her plan
was working· admirably. They were up rather
early the next morning, and preparations were
made to start for Weston right after they had
eaten their breakfast. Just as they were ready
to mount their horses and were about to bid the
hotelkeeper and his wife adieu, the former, who
had agreed to do his part in the affair, called out,
suddenly:
"Sll .. Wild blamed if I ain't forgot somethin'l
You remember old Joe Bader, don't you?"
:
"Well, I guess I do," and the young deadshot
lool;:ed somewhat surprised.
"vVell, h<"s mighty sick over at his cabin, an'
he ain't goin' ter live rriore than a day or two.
He told me ther last time I was over there that
he would give anythin,g- if he could see you afore
lte died. He had somethin' he wantE.d ter tell yer,
he said."
"Is ihat so? Well, I think I -had better go and
see him right away, then."
"I would, if I were you, Wild," Arietta spoke
up, quickly. "How far is it from here?"
"Bader's cabin is about four miles down alonS?
ther trail," the tavern keeper answered. "It
wouldn't take yer long ter ride down there."
"Well," said Wild, shaking his head, "there is
no need of taking the pack-horses that far out
of our way. I suppose the two Chinamen could
start out now. We could easily overtake them
before they got to Weston."
"Now, then you heathens,:' said Cheyenne
Charlie, a little later, to Hop Wah and Wing
Wah, the servants in the employ of our hero
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and his friends, "I want you to jog along them
Spitfire was in fine fettl~ that morning and
pack-horses mighty fast. We want ter git to required no urging whatever. He ,galloped along
Weston afore Wild does, an' don't yer forgit it." swiftly, and the four miles to the settler's cabin
In a short while all were on the way.
were soon covered. The cabin stood alone neal"
Mile after mile was covered, and at the end the side of the road, which had now dwindled
of three hours they had reached the top of the down to nothing more than a common trail, and
high 1·idge, which almost surrounded the mining as Wild neared it he saw a middle-aged woman
.camp of Weston. The population of the place at standing in the doorway, JookiJ1g· at him in an
that time numbered nearly three hunderd. There interested sort of way. He rode up close to
was a schoolhouse th~Te, a ,good hotel, ·and two the door of the cabin and dismounted.
saloons, while the general store, which was the
"Good morning!" he said, addressing the
post-office as well, was kept by Arietta's grand- woman, who was still standing there, her arms
father, Sam Murdock.
akimbo. "How is Mr. Bader this morning?"
"Looks sorter natural, don't it?" observed
"Very poorly, voung feller," was the reply, and
Cheyenne Charlie, as he reined in his horse and then our hero noticed that her eyes were very
took a view of the scene.
piercing and that she was looking at him as
"Yes, Charlie, but let us hurry and get there. though suspicious of something.
.
I want to see if grandpa really has the rifle I
"I would like to see him, if he is able to have
ordered sent him."
visitors to come in."
"What did you say ther make of ther rifle was,
"\Vho are ver, young feller?"
Arietta?" the scout queried, as he started down
"You tell Mr. Bader that Young Wild West is
the windinP- trail.
here and wishes to see him."
"A Reming-ton." the girl answered, quickly.
Then it was that the woman ,gave a start.
"I became so interested in an advertisement I
"So you're Young Wild ,vest, am you?" she
saw about the rifles this company was manufac- asked, not making the least move to go into the
turing that I decided to purchase one for Wild's cabin.
birthday ,gift. It is a beauty, I am sure."
"Yes, ma'am, that's just who I am. If Mr.
The party rode on down and soon reached the Bader is able to see any one he will surely want
center of the mining camp, where the post-office me to come to his bedside."
and the hotel, which was called Brown's Gazoo,
"vVell, I'll go an' tell h,im."
were located. Several women and children had.
She turned and went inside the cabin, and
seen them coming, and they came out to meet Wild, leaving his horse standing,
paused
the
them, for the partv had been recognized. Cheer threshold. He listened to hear what she on
would
after cheer went up when they came to a halt say, but not a sound of her voice came
to his
before the post-office, and when old Sam Murdock . ears, and when she returned, a mniute later,
she
came out to !!Teet them and found that Wild was shook her head.
not there, he was astounded.
"He says he can't see you."
But Arietta told him not to be worried, and
"Did you tell him who it was?" Wild asked,
then asked him if the rifle had arrived.
suspicious that she had not spoken a word to
"You bet , it has, Arietta," the olq man an- the sick man.
swered. "I ain't opened it yet, 'cause I w:::.nted
"Yes, I told him Young Wild West was here,
ter let you or Wild do that."
he says he don't want ter see yer."
"I'm the one to do that, then, grandpa. Let but"Hello!"
came a voice from somewhere inside
me see it. I can't wait another minute."
the cabin. "That's ther voice of Young Wild
West, I know."
"That's right, Mr. Bader," Wild answered, and
without paying any further attention to the
CHAPTER II.-What the Dying· Man Wanted of woman, he pushed his way past her and entered
Wild.
the room that was to ~he left of the little hallway.
Young ·wild West knew just where Joe Bader
He noticed that she looked at him angrily as
lived, and he let the sorrel stallion igo along at a he did this, but he said nothing just then. As
good clip and rapidly neared the place. It was he entered the room he saw a white-bearded man
a beautiful morning, and the scene was a pleas- half-sitting in a rickety bed at one side of the
ant one, for on either side of the wagon road for room.
"Hello, Wild!" and the sick man's eyes lighted
nearly a mile thei'e was ,a thick wood, and the
frost not having appeared yet, the foliage was up. "I'm awful glad you have got here. I
still green. But the young deadshot paid little thought I was ,goin' ter peg out afore seein' yer.
attention to what he saw. He remembered of Give me your hand, my bey."
The next instant the young deadshot had
having heard his foster-father say that Joe
Bader was really the man who ·h ad first found drawn a chair to the bedside and was holding· the
the homeless infant near the smoking 1·uins of speaker's thin, wrinkled hand.
"I ain't ·got long ter live, _Wild," Bader went
the cabin, and that he had called to him to come
on, as he sank back upon his pillow, "an' I feel
to the spot.
"Can it be that there is something on his mind now that I kin die happy. I've got somethin'
that he would like to tell me before he dies?" that I've kept all thees years what belongs to
the boy thought as he rode along. "But perhaps you. I'm goin' ter give it toyer right now."
it is only because he has know me so long that
Then he made an effort to pull something from
he simply wants to see me. Well, I'll soon find unuer the pillow, but it was a little too much
s,ut. I hope he is still alive and able to recog- for him and he sank back, exhausted. Wild saw
that life was fast ebbing away, ,so he seized a
nize and talk with me."
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fan that was lying upon a stand close by and
proceeded to f,m him.
"That's right, my bov. Don't let me die yet.
Give me a spoonful of that mP.dicine in ther
glass over there, an' 1'11 feel better."
The boy did as directed, and, much refreshed,
Bader reached under the pillow and drew forth
an old wallet.
"Wild," said he, in a husky voice, "you remember. that there was a gold chain an' a locket
around your neck when· you was found, don't
yer?"
"Yes. I have it yet somewhere in my belongings. Mr. Bader ."
"Well, here's a picture that was in ther locket.
I onened ther locket afore I called West when
I found yer in ther bushes, an' ther picture
struck me as bein' so putty that r· took it out
and put it in mv pocket. I s'oose it's ther picture of your mothel', my boy. Here yer are. It's
yours."
Wild opened the piece of n<tper and found a
tiny photograph, which was the face of a very
pretty young woman.
"Keep that as long as you live, Wild. I'm
sartin it must be your mother's picture."
"All right, Mr. Bader. I am very glan. to
have it. But what made you keep it all these
yea,s?"
"I don't know jest what did make me keep it.
But you growed up when I wasn't anywhere near
yei·, an' after I met yel' when you was ridin'
around an' fightin' In.iuns an' ther like, I never
seemed ter have ther counJge tei- let you know
that I had kept it. But it's all i-ight now. But
say, Wild?"
"What is it, Mr. Bader?"
"There's somethin' else I want tel' tell yer."
The boy leaned ovei-, for the dying man's voice
was gi-owing weaker evei-y moment.
"You know ther old abandoned mine up near
ther office of ther Wild West Minin' an' ImprovemPnt Company, in Weston, Wild?" he. said, in a
voice that was hardly louder than a whisper.
"Yes, quite well, l\fr. Bader."
"Well, clown in that mine there's fifty thousand dollars in gold buried. You know I was
workin' there for ther company afore ther mine
was give up?"
"Yes, I know, Mr. Bader. But what about
the fifty thousand dollars?"
"Well, yer remember tnat galoot what come
out there ter buy up a lot of land, don't you?"
"Yes, I remember. He disappeared verv suddenly and left some debts behind him, I believe."
"Yes, that's right. But that fifty thousand
dollai·s in ::;old belonged to him, Wild. It come
over from Spondulicks, where he got it from a
bank one day. Ile didn't want you nor any one
ter know he had much, so he got me, after dark,
ter help him bury it, so he could use it a little
at a time. Well, Wild, after we got it buried
I must have got sorter crazy like, for I killed
him. He's bm·ied there, to, my boy, an' when
it was all over I never had ther heart ter go an'
touch ther mone". Now, then, I want you ter
find that gold, an' after you have paid his debts,
send ther balance ter his folks, if you kin find
them. I've got a couple of letters in this here
wal'e t which will tell yer where ter find 'em,
n:r,c" lfr".ely,"

He fell back again, and Wild fanned hi-m to
keep what little life there was in him there. But
he rallied soon .after, and took two old letters
from the wallet and DasRed them to the bov.
"There!" he exclaimed. "I feel better now.
I've always lived in fear that I'd be hanged for
killin' that man. No one ever once smmected
that he had been killed or that I was ther murderer. · But it's all true, Wild. an' I'm mighty
sorry for it. I'm goin' tcr die now, so it will
be a ll right, anyhow. If I ain't had enough
punishment on earth, JJ1ost likely I'll p;it it putty
soon, anyhow. I'll--"
He reached forward. convulsively, and grabhed
the young deadshot's hands. Then his head fell
back. and with a gasp he added:
"Good-by, Wild! I'm goin'. Find ther gold
an'--"
That was all. 'Wild knew it was all over, so he
quickly placed the letters and the tiny uhotograph he had received from Bader in his nocket,
and then ran to call the woman. She was outside, and when she saw that he was rather pale.
she must have .e:uessed what it was.
"Mr. Bader i s dead," he said.
"Dead, eh?" and she looked at him in a peculiar
sort of way. "What made him die so sudden
like?"
"I think he was about gone when I came here."
"Well, I had an idea he would live a week or
so yet. It was ther excitement of you comin'
what's done it."
"Never mind about that, my dear woman. You
had better go and notify the nearest neighbor.
I will stay hei-e until you return."
"I won't do nothin' of ther sort. You g:o an'
notify 'em. It's my place here. I'm his lawful
wife, an' I ain't igoin' ter leave ther body of my
husband."
So saying, she swept past him and entered
the death-chamber. Thinking that she was nearly
right in what she said, our J1ero ·was not long- in
mounting his horse and riding to the nearest
house. He knew pretty well that he could do
no 1good, though he felt it his duty to go back
with the man and woman he found. When he
returned to the cabin he found that B ader's wife
was not alone. There was a sinister-looking fellow who could not have been more than twentyfive there, and the way he acted told plainly that
he was not a stranger at the household. The
neighboi-s went inside, and Wild remained standing near the door.
"So you're Young Wild West, eh?" the youngman asked, rooking at him in a curious sort of
way.
·
"Yes, that's who I am. Who are you, if I may
ask?"
"My name is Bill Docker. Joe Bader was my
step-father."
"Oh, I see ! The woman inside is your mother,
then?"
"Yes, that's right. But what made you come
here'? That's what I'd like ter know."
"I came here because the landlord of the
tavern at the village told me Mr. Bader had been
asking for me.." ·
''What did he want of ym-?"
''Well, I don't know as that's anything to you."
"Yer don't, he? Well, I hap-pen ter know that
lie had some kind of a secret, an' there was
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money connected with it. I've heard him ravin'
when he had fever, an' all that. Did he tell
yer anything about some money that was ter be
found somewhere that only he knowed somethin'
about?"
"I am not going to tell you what he said to
ID!l, Bill Docker. But I assure you that he told
me nothing about any money that belonged to
him."
"He didn't, eh? Well, I don't believe yer,
Young Wild West."
"See here," said Wild, his eyes fl.ashinig, "you
are actually calling me a liar, and if it wer e
not that your step-father lay dead inside the
house I would make you take it back."
Satisfied that it was no place for him, Wild
turned and mounted his horse. He had scarcely
done so when Bill Docker ran to a shed near at
hand and came out leading a horse.
"Are yer goin' over to ther village?" he called

out.

"Yes, I am going that way. Why?"
"Well, jest wait for me. I'll see whether you'll
make me take back what I said or not."
At any other time the young deadshot surely
would have settled accounts with him right then
and there. But he felt that the best thing he
could do now was to ride on, which he promptly
did. As he neared the tavern on his way back
the proprietor came running-out. Thinking that
he would easily overtake his companions, he
brought his horse to a halt and dismounted.
"Well, Joe Bader is dead," he sai1i.
"Is 'that so?" and t!1e landlord looked s~rpris_ed.
"Yer didn't have a chance ter talk with him,
then?"
"Yes. He died while I was there. He was
conscious to the last."
"Did he have much ter say to yer?"
"Not much, but he told me all he wanted to,
I reckon. It's too bad, but as he was a pretty
old man, I suppose his time had come. Anyhow,
I can assure you that he seemed to die happy."
"Hello-!" and the tavern-keeper looked around
and saw a horseman coming up. "Here's that
1·ascally step-son of Bader's comin'. Did yer
meet that feller over there?"
.
"Yes I met him," and the· fl.ash in the boy's
eyes ca'used the questioner to give a start.
"Did yer have any words with him?"
"Yes 1 and [ suppose I'll have to have it out
with h im now. That's what he's coming here
for."
Bill Docker came up with a 1gallop, and, dismounting, he threw the b!idle-rein over his
horse's head and stepped up mstantly before the
young deadshot.
"Now, then, Young Wild West," he said, a
savage glitter in his eyes, "here I am. I -want
yer to make me. take back what I s_aid. I told
yer I didn't believe yer, an' you said that was
as much as tellin' you that you was a liar. Now,
then I'll say I don't believe what yer said, again.
Wha't are yer goin' ter do about it?"
This was altogether too much for the spirited
youn,g deadshot. As quick as a fl.ash he struck
the rascally young man on the side of the face
with his open palm, sending him staggering. Bill
Docker uttered an angry snarl and made a grab
for the gun that hunll; at his side.
"Let go that piece of hardware!" our hero ex-
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claimed, in the cool and easy way that had made
him famous. He had drawn his own revolver,
with wonderful quickness, and the muzzle was
pointed directly at Docker. Slowly the villain
took his hand away from the butt of the revolver. Wild quickly il.ropped the revolver back
into the holster and sprang upon tne man. Biffspat ! He shot out his right and left, and fl.at
upon the ground Docker went. As he was in
the act of getting up, Wild seized him by the
collar of his shirt and pulled him erect. Then
he sh-uck him again, between the eyes, and let
him drop.
.
"I reckon that will be about all," he observed,
with a nod to the astounded landlord of the
tavern. "If he wants any more he can follow
me up. The next time he will ll;et it a great deal
worse."
Then the young deadshot mounted his ho-rse
and galloped from the spot, leaving the man
lying upon the ground, for .he was too dazed to
even make a move to get upon his feet.

CHAPTER III.-Young Wild West's Welcome.
Sam Murdock led Arietta to the rear of the
store and pointed to a loR.g box that bore his
name and address.
"There she is, Et," he said. "I know what
it was, of course, 'cause ther name of the!' place
where it come from is on ther box. You wrote
for me ter look- out for it. an' I done so. Now.
then, jest wait till I git a hammer an' I'll open
ther box for yer."
By the time he had started in to do this the
rest of the party were inside the store. Old man
Murdock showed that he knew something about
opening cases and the like, for he was not long
in bringing to view the rifle, or, rather, the neat
canvas case in which it was enclosed. Arietta
took it out and was not long in removing the
covering. When all had inspected the handsome
,gold-mounted rifle, Arietta carefullv placed it
back in the' case and then told her grandfather
he might dispose of the box. The old man
quickly did this, and then, looking at the girl,
he said:
"Now then, Et, s'pose yer · tell me why Wild
ain't here with yer?''.
"I almost forgot that, grandpa," the girl answered. "We virtually ran away from him, and
he is likely to be here at any minute ·now. Have
you got everything ready 'for the welcome?"
"I reckon I have, Et. All's I've got ter do is
ter step out on ther stoop an' fire two shots with
my gun, an' you'll see a crowd- here in no time.
Every man, woman an' child within hearin' of
ther shots will light out straight for here, 'cause
they'll know that it means ther welcome ter
Young Wild West, ther boss boy of ther Black
Hills, an' every other place on ther face of ther
earth. Hooray!"
Murdock became so enthusiastic in his pra~e
of the young deadshot that he let out a tell
that caused the girls to look at him in surprise,
thou,gh Charlie and Jim well knew the sort of
man he was, and they only smiled. Suddenly
Arietta, who was looking in the direction she
knew her dashing young lover must appear, held
up her hand and called out:
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"Here he comes!"
The word was instantly passed. and then a
big- crowd formed in front of the Gazoo and the
post-office.
"Gals, you come over here on ther stoop," suggested Brown. "I don't know but what it would
be a good idea ter come into ther parlor, an' when
he rides up Arietta kin go out an' present him
with ther rifle."
"A good idea, Mr. Brown," the girl answered,
with a smile. "That is the way I will do it."
Wild had ridden hard after leaving Horse
Head, and at a swingin_g- gallop, the sorrel stallion neared the crowd. The boy kn·ew what the
gathering meant, of course, and though he had
been somewhat puzzled when he found his companions had gone on and left him, he now understood thoro\1,g hly,. The crowd made way for him
as he neared the post-office, and then a ringing
cheer went up from more than two hundred
throats, while hats and handkerchiefs were
waved.
"Whoa! Spitfire," and the sorrel promptly came
to a halt.
With the welcoming cheers of the throng ringing in his ars, Young Wild West dismpunted.
Arietta met him, the gold-mounted Remington
in her hands.
"Your birthday gift, Wild," she said.
As the young deadshot saw the handsome rifle
in the hands of his sweetheart, he was astounded.
"lliy birthday present, Et!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, Wild; take it, and may it serve you well
in battling for the right."
"Well, it is indeed a great present. But I
didn' t know it was my birthday to-day for sure."
"Well, that's all right, Wild," the girl answered, with a laugh. "This is the thirtieth of.
September, and hereafter you can call that date
your birthday."
"All right, little girl," and the boy took the
rifle in his hands, and then placing his arm
about her neck kissed her before the shouting
throng.
Then it was that another cheer tha was even
louder than the first went up. The handsome,
dashing young couple were the center of attraction just then, and the honest miners and
other inhabitants of Weston did their best to
show their appreciation of the scene. It has
often been said that Young Wild West never ll;Ot
rattled, no matter what the occasion might be,
but just now a sort of stage fright came over
him, and he stood before the crowd unable to
speak a word.
"Say something·, Wild," said Arietta, tapping
him on the shoulder.
This served to rouse him, and swinging his
hat, he shouted:
"Ladies and igentlemen of Weston, I heartil:Y
thank you for the welcome you have given me.
I don't quite understand why I am entitled to so
much honor, but I leave that to you. It was a
very clever trick my sweetheart played when she
got me to stay behind long enough to be left
from the party, but I understand it all now, and
I will state right here that I am glad I did stay
behind, too, as I will explain later on. I thank
you all, again, and I also thank Arietta for the
magnificent birthday gift."
·
Then he swung the rifle over his shoulder and

taking his sweetheart by the arm, led her over
to the post-office. Charlie and Anna followed,
and then came Jim Dart and Eloise, with '!;he
two Chinamen walking, after the manner of soldiers, in the rear. They were both pretty well
known in Weston, too, so they were cheered as
loudly as the rest.
"Well, Wild," said l\'Iurdock, when he had got
the- youn,g deadshot into the store away from the
crowd, "I want ther shake hands with yer again.
Blamed if this ain't scmethin' great. Now, I
reckon yer know what ther folks of Weston think
of yer. You have been here lots of time afore,
but this time we thought we would do somethin'
te1· show our appreciation of yer. Ther town
was named for yer, an' it's no more than right
that you should git this kind of a welcome. We're
goin' ter have a big time this afternoon, an'
there's goin' ter be a rousin' old dance at ther
hall alongside of the Gazoo to-night.
You
an' Arietta has got ter lead ther grand march,
too. That's all been settled. There's fireworks,
too, 'cause we thought we couldn't depend on
Hop havin' enough, an' we bought some over
in Deadwood. This is goin' ter be ther hottest
time that Weston has ever seen-in ther way of
a celebration, I mean."
"Well, I'll certainly do my best to make it a
success, you can bet." Wild retorted. "Now,
then, if you will let me 'take a look at this rifle
I will see what it. is like. It isn't the kind I
have been used to handling, but it seems to work
in about the same mailJler. It certainly is altogether too pretty to knock around the mountains
with, but since Arietta has given it to me as my
birthday present, I'll stick to it, and take the
best of care of it."
He was not long in finding out all about the
mechanism of the rifle, for he had seen lots o-f
Remingtons in his travels.
"Now then, Et," said he, "I 1·eckon I'll put a
few cartridges in the magazine and igo out and
try it."
"That's right, Wild; you can t~11 right away if
the rifle is all right."
The magazine was soon loaded, and then stepping out of a rear door, for he did not want to
attract a big crowd, the youn,p; deadshot and his
sweetheart went outside. The rest followed, of
course, for they all wanted to see the first shot
fired from the new rifle.
"What shall I shoot at?r, Wild said, as h6
looked around and drew back the lever to force a
cart:i:idge into the breech.
His eyes suddenly spied a horseman coming
down the trail, and then he gave a start and ex•
claimed:
"There comes a fellow I suppose I ought to
shoot .at, but I am not goin,g to do it just now."
"Who is he, Wild?" Arietta asked, looking
sui·prised.
"He is the stepson of Joe Bader, tl1e man I
went to see, and who died while I was there. We
had a little trouble at Bader's cabin, but I overlooked what he said just then. He followed me to
Horse Head, however, and then we had it out.
I gave him a thrashing, and I see that he has
followed me here. I suppose that means U1at
there is going to be more ti-ouble. But I won't
take a shot at him with my new Remington just
now. There is a hawk sitting at the top of that
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dead tree over there near the trail. It is only
about a hundred yards, but I will just see how
the rifle works."
He raiserl the weapon, and, takin.g a qutok
aim, puled the trigger. Crang! As the report
rang, out the hawk tumbled from the tree-top.
"I reckon she's all right, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up, nodding his head with satisfaction.
.
"Yes, Charlie, I think it is all ~·ight. Did
you see that fellow on the horse ~1ve a start
when the shot sounded? Maybe he thou,ght tne
bullet was meant for him."
"I seen him " and the scout smiled grimly. "I'm
goin' ter kee; my eeys on him, too, Wild. Go
ahead an' take another shot. I'll go around to
ther front an' see where that galoot goes ter.
What did yer say his name was?"
· "Bill Docker is his name, Charlie."
Wild fired two or three more shots, and found
that the rifle worked entirely satisfactory. Then
they all went back int_o the store, and -:vere just
in time to meet Charlie as he was commg back.
"That galoot is in ther Gazoo, an' he's met
some friends there, Wild," the scout said. "I
don't know any of 'em, but there's three or four,
an' if I kin jed,ge right, they ain't no good. _I
reckon there's likely ter be trouble afore this
welcome of yours is over with."

CHAPTER IV.-The Plotters.
The man called Bill Docker was not only a
villain but one of the very vengeful sort, and
though he had been whipped _decisively by Y~ung
Wild West it only made him the more bitter
toward the'boy. He arose to his feet when the
young deadshot was probably a hundred yards
down the road, and after feeling of the bu~p ~n
his face where the fist of our hero had hit hun
so hard, he turned to the tavern-keeper and
growled:
"You seen all that, I s'pose?"
"I reckon I did," was the reply. "But it was
all your own fault. You should have knowed
better than ter tackle Young Wild West. That
boy wouldn't harm a hair of anybody's head unless he was forced ter do it."
"Yer think so, eh? Well, you don't know wh~t
he done over at our house, do yer?"
"Did he do anything over there that was
wrong?"
"Well, my step-dad died mighty sudden a~ter
he went in, so my mother told me .. I believe
ther boy killed him, an' then robbed him."
"Yer do, eh?" and there was a dangerous glitter in the eyes of the tavern proprietor. "Well,
vou better not say that to everybody around here,
rcause Young Wild West has got a lot of friends."
"I don't care what I say to nobody. But never
mind. I don't want ter pick any quarrel with
you. Jest give me a pint of your best liquor
an' I'll start on Young Wild ,vest's trail. I'll
git him, too, see if I don't."
"I reckon you mean he'll git you," was the
reply, for the tavern-keeper did not seem to be
the least bit afraid of the villain.
However, he ran his place to make money, so
he filled Docker's order and put the money in the
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drawer. Then as the villain turned and walked
out the landlord followed him to see if he really
was going to take Young- Wild West's trail. Bu·t
such was reallv the case, for Bill Docker mounted
his broncho and started awav on the trail that
would lead him to Weston. The fact was. that
the young man was not seen much about Horse
Head, and up until a few davs before no one had
seen him there in alm0st a vear. The proprietor
knew him, however, and was satisfied that he was
no igood, although he had never done him any
harm.
"He'll /lit his medicine·, all right if he tackles
Young Wild West," he muttered,' and then as
Docker disappeared over a hill he turned and
w.ent back in the tavern and waited for some one
to come along so he could relate what had happened.
Meanwhile, Bill Docker rode hard. He had a
pretty good broncho, but it was not nearly as
fast as Young Wild West's sorrel stallion. This
being the case, he failed to overtake the boy, and
it was not until about half an hour after the
young deadshot's arrive! that he reached Weston.
It was not the first time Docker had been to
the mining camp. The fact was that he had
several acquaintances there who were men of his
type. Seeing the big crowd gathered in the little
square, he wondered what was up, for he had no
idea that the people there would go to the extreme of turning out in full force to welcome
Young Wild West on his return to the place.
He let his horse come back to a walk when he
spied one of his acquaintances as he came out of
Brown's Gazoo. Then he rode up and called to
him.
"Hello, Jake I" he said. "\Vhat's all ther rumpus about?"
"Why, don't yer know, Bill?" the man who
was evidently a miner, answered. "This is' what
they call Young Wild West's Welcome ter Weston."
"It is, eh? Where is that young ,galoot, anyhow?" and Docker's brow darkened, while a savage look shone from his eyes.
"I don't know where he is, nor I don't care.
I ain't got no love for him, though I never seen
him till he come ridin' in town somethin' like
half an hour ago. Come on in an' have a drink
Bill. Everything is free."
•
"Everything is free, eh?" and Docker looked
surprised. "\Vhat's that for?"
, "In honor of Young Wild West."
Docker muttered an oath and quickly dismounted. He led his horse around to the shed that
was in the rear of the Gazoo, the man called
Jake followin,g him.
"What's the matter?" the latter asked, as they
turned to go into the barroom of the place. "You
seem ter have it in for Young Wild West for
somethin' or other."
"Well, I reckon I have. How does my face
look?" and Docker looked straight at him· for a
moment.
"Looks as though it's come into contact with
somethin'," Jake admitted, with shrug of his
shoulders. "Did yer have a fight with Yqung
Wild West?"
"Somethin' like that, though it wasn't much of
a fi;ght, after all, since I didn't git a crack at
him. I s'pose I might as well say that he done
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all ther fightin'. ,, He hit me three or four times
an' knocked me nigh. about senseles. I was goin' to shoot him, but he didn't give me ther chance
ter do it. This happened over at Horse Head,
an' when I o-ot my wits together I jest ,got on
ther back of my nag an' started after him. But
I s'pose he's got a better horse than mine, an'
he got here ahead."
·
"Well, I should say he did. It's easy half an
hour that he beat yer here."
"We1J, that don't make no difference. I come
here ter git reevnge, an' you ,gin bet I'll do it
afore I leave Weston. Say, Jake, you an' me has
always been putty good friends, ain't we?"
"vVe sartinly have, Bill."
"Well, you do!}'t seem ter like Young Wild
West very much, either."
"I don't like •him, though he never done nothin'
ter me, 'cause, as I said a little while ago, I never
seen him till he got here an' found a whole crowd
yellin' themselves hoarse ter welcome him."
"Any more of ther boys around?"
"You mean our ,gang, I s'pose?"
"Sartin. I don't want ter bother with any of
that boy's friends . That ain't what I'm here for.
I only wante ter meet them as knows me an' will
stick ter me."
"Well, Straight Jack is inside, an' there's two
or three more there. You know 'em all. But
come on, we'll go on in an' have some of ther
free tanglefoot. It don't make no difference ter
us if it is in honor of Young Wild West's Welcome ter Weston."
"No, I don't know as it does. I bought a pint
of good liquor over at Horse Head, but I only took
one drink of it on ther way over here. You see,
I've been so mad ever since I got licked by that
young galoot that I ain't felt like drinkin' or
nothin' else. It sorter relieves me ter tell some
one ahout it. I begin ter feel like myself again.
But you kin bet your life that I won't go away
from Weston till I git square with that boy. I've
got another reason in comin' here. Jest wait a
minute. I want ter tell you afore we go inside."
"\,Vhat's the other reason?" queried Jock, looking much. interested.
''V,'ell, I s'pose you know that my mother married a galoot named Joe Bader."
"I think I heard yer say somethin' about that
once."
"We1l, Bader died this morning', an' while he
was dyin', Young Wild West was in ther room
with him. I was outside listenin' to what was
bein' said. - There was a window close by, an I
could hear nigh about every word. There was
money in this here thing, Jake, an' don't yer
forgit it."
"Go on, tell me all about it," Jake insisted,
ea,gerly.
"Well, it appears that old Joe Bader once killed
a man in some mine what's been abandoned near
ther office of ther Wild West Minin' an' Improvement Company. He killed ther man ter rob him•
of fifty thousand dollars· in gold,. which was
buried by thel' old man. After he done ther job
he got so scared that he was afraid ter touch
tber money, so he buried his victim near ther
gold. Ther money is there yet, an' .so is ther
bones of ther one as owned it. What do yer think
of that, Jake Flit ts?"
I/What do I think of it? Why, that sounds like

a fairy-story, Bill Docker. What are yer tryin'
ter give me, anyhow?"
"Every word of what I'm tellin' yer is ther
truth. I heard ther old man tell Young Wild
West about it with his dyin' breath. He wants
that young galoot ter find ther fifty thousand
dollars, an' after payin' what ther murdered man
owed here in Wes ton, ter send ther balance on ter
his relatives. He ,give him letters so he would
know where ter send it. Now, then, I reckon
you'.11 git three or four ter go in with me on this
game, won't yer?"
"I sartinly will. But say! Jest look me in
ther eyes an' tell me yer ain't lyin' about this,
Bill. I ~an't ha1·dly believe yer. It sorter strikes
me that ' your mind must be wanderin'. Maybe
Young Wild West hit yer so hard with his fist
that he busted your noddle a little."
"Jake!" exclaimed Docker, laying his hand on
the miner's shoulder, "I hope ter die if I ain't
tellin' yer ther whole truth. I ain't got ther least
idea but that we'll find that fifty thousand dollars
buried in ther old mine. It ain't likely a dyin'
man would say sich a thing if it wasn't true."
"That's riight. Well, by thunder ! This is what
I call great. Fifty thousand dollars, eh? Well, if
I git three reliable men ter go in with us on ther
game that means ten thousand apiece, don't it?"
"Yes, an' I'm willin' ter share it that way,
though if I hadn't said nothin', I s'pose I could
have got ther whole fifty thousand myself."
"That's so, you could have done that, sure
enough, Bill. You're a white man, you are. Put
your hand there!"
The two shook in hearty fashion.
"Now then , come on inside an' we'll soon
find ther three we want. Straig·ht Jack will be
one of 'em, 'cause he's a feller what ain't afraid
of anything livin'. Most likely he'll want ter
boss us a litle, Bill. But that's all riJliht. We
need a good leader."
"Yes, that's so, I wasn't cut out for a leader,
I know," admited Docker, shrugging his shoulders. "Straight Jack is a putty smart galoot,
an' always was ever since I know him."
"Most likely he was putty smart afore that,
too, Bill," and Jake Flitts chuckled at his own
joke.
The two went inside the big barroom of the
Gazoo, which was packed with a igood-natured
crowd of miners. The three men behind the
little bar were putting out drinks and cigars as
fast as they could, and everybody seemed to be
happy. No particular attention was paid to the
two as they entered, and after they had pushed
their way dose enough to get a drink, Jake
Flitts caugh+ the eye of a tall, muscular man
who was attired in semi-Mexican fashion, and
nodded tci him to come over to where they were
standing. This individual was Straight Jack,
who was known to be a reckless man, and very
handy with a gun.
What's ther matter, Jake?" he asked, and th
he noticed Bill Docker for the first time. "Oh,
our old friend is here, eh?"
"Yes, an' he's come over ter let us in on a
mighty fine game, Jack."
''He :has, eh? What is it?"
"vVell, I can't tell yer here, 'cause some other
ears besides yours might hear it. He wants you
ter git two more of ther boys what kin be de0 -,
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pended upon. I s'nose One-eye Barber, an'
Misexy Pete will do."
"Yes, I reckon they'll do, if it's a secret that's
g1)t to be kept.
It won't do hardly te~ let any
of ther gang into ther game. 'cause they're of
ther kind what tells all they knows every time
they gits a little too much tanglefoot aboard.
There they are over there. You ,go on outside,
an' I'll soon have 'em there."
Bill Docker had listened to all this with no
little sati sfaction . He was well enough acquaintPd with Straight Jack and the other two villains
to feel that they could be trusled. What he
r-eally wanted them for the most was to back
h m UD in gettinP' snuare with Y01mg- Wild West,
though, of course, his share of the fifty thousand
d,,llaT · would not be thrown aside. To many the
cheatirg of Young Wild West out of finding the
buried g9ld would have been revenge enoui:i:h, but
n ot so with Bill Docker. His venomous nature
made him feel that nothing would satisfy him
short of the boy's death. He never once thou<rht
of returning to Horse Head to assist his mother
in her hour of trouble, if such it may be called.
He cared nothing for the dead man there. nor
for any one living·, his mother included. He went
on out of the tavern with Jake Flitts, and it
was not long before Straight Jack was seen coming with the two man knew as One-eye Barber
and l'.1 isery Pete.
These two rascals were properly nicknamed,
it seemed, for one of them had but one eye, anrl
the other had all the appearance of a victim of
misfortune. The expression of his face made him
look as though he had not a friend in the world,
and was cont inually worrying over something.
His costume consisted of a very raig·ged shirt and
trousern, with high-topped boots, and a hat that
looked as though it was about ready to fall al)art.
Soap and water evidently were unknown to him.
Yet ahout his waist a stout leather belt was
buckled, and from this hung a brace of revolvers
and an ugly-looking hunting-knife. But at the
time of which we write, miners usually went
armed, so there was nothing noticeable about
this.
"Here they are, boys!" said straight ,'fack, with
a grin. "I ain't told 'em what 's up, but I've
hinted that there's likely ter be ten thousand
dollars apiece for 'em if they kin help us out an'
kep close mouths."
.
"Let's git somewhere, so nobody can't possibly
hear us," suggested Docker.
"All right, it won't take us long ter do that,"
Straight Jack answered. "It seems that every
man woman an' kid in ther whole blame camp
jg h~ngin' around ter git another look at Youn,g
Wild West. I heard some one say that"11e went
out ter try a new rifle that theT yaller-haired gal,
what's ther granddaughter of old Sam Murdock,
give him for hi.s birthday. I heard ther shootin'
goin' on, but it wasn't none of my business jest
then. I'll show him that he ain't ther only deadshot in creation afore ther day is over, maybe."
"I heard ther shootin' when I was ridin' into
town " Docker spoke up. "When ther first shot
was fired I thought some one was shootin' at me,
but I soon found out I was mis.taken."
"Well, it was Youn,g Wild West as fired that
• hot while he ·was tryin' t her new .rifle."
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"I reckon yer oughter be glad he didn't try
it on v0u. Bill." J ~ke spoke np. with a grin.
"Well I ain't afraid of him." was the retort.
"I recko'n when I p.;it through with him he'll never
fire another shot. "
The rest nodded at this, and Straight Jack,
who' took it upon himself to be the leader, started
around to the rear of the horse-shed. Behind
this was a running brook that wound on through
a little ,gully, so he kept on walking until they
got into the w.111:v, where no one could see thel!J"I reckon this is a good enough place," Straight
Jack observed, as he spread his handkerchief
upon a rock and sat down upon it, so he might
:not spoil his new pair of velvet trousers. "Squat
down . boys, an' we'll talk this thing over."
The rest obeved, and then at the sug,g estion of
Jake Flitts, Bill Docker told his story. Many
were the excited comments as he related of the
meeting between Young \Vild West and the dying
old man.
"I k:now where that mine is, well enough,"
Misery Pete observed, whPn Docker had finished.
"It ain't far from ther old olnce of ther minin'
company, which ain't used no more. So ther
murdNed galoot is buri ed in there, an' ::.o is
ther fifty thousand, eh? Well, that's what I call
putty good."
"It's sartinly there, if old Joe Baker didn't
lie with his dyin' breath." declared Docker.
"\Veil, it's worth while tryin' for, anyhow,
ain't it, Jack?"
"You kin bet your life it is!" Straight J ac:, retorted.
They stood there for fully ten minutes longer,
talking it over, and then it was decided that they
should wait until night came befoi-e they went
in search of the money. In the meantime, thev
meant to take part in the festivities, though Bill
Docker was advised to let Young Wild West
alone until he got a chance at him when no one
was around.
"Thei: best thing for you to do," Straight Jack
advised as they start:?d to leave the gully on their
way back to the hotel, "is ter make out that
you're sorry that there wa s any trouble between
you an' ther boy. Mo~t likely you'll meet him
afore long, an' then you could kinder put him off
ther track. That's ther best way ter do it, Bill."
''\Vell, I s'pose I kin make believe I'm sorry,
but I ain't, jest ther same," was the reply.
"Of course yer ain't. You jest make believe,
an' then he won't think that you're after him."
"All right, I'll do :it. Come on. We'll go
around an' have a little fun."
They all made their way to the front of
Brown's• Gazoo, and were soon mixing up in the
jolly crowd of miners.

CHAPTER V.-The Dinner and the Parade.
The house where Sam Murdock lived was but a
short distance from the store, and while the
demonstration in honor of Young Wild West's
a.r.rival at Weston was taking place, two women
were busy preparing- a sumptuous dinner for our
friends. But it lacked a half hour from beingtwelve o'clock yet, so after putting their horses
away, Young Wild West and his companions went
aroµnd among the crowd, shaldng hands with
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every one they knew and being introduced to
As they drew near him, Docker stP.pped forthose they had never met before. The old pos_t- ward, and puttin!2" out his hand. sa;d:
"Young Wild \Vest, I'm sorry for what hapmaster stuck to them, ar<l it was he who ?Id
the most of the int.reducing. Wi]<l was takmg pened this mornin'. I made a hig- mistake, an'
note of everything he saw, and it was not long I kno,v it. I neve1· h:1d no idea you was a
before his eves rested upon a 1group of men who feller so well thought of, or I'd never said a word
were standing at the corner of the Gazoo, ap- ag'in vcr. I want yer to forgive me."
"Well, Docker, if you mean what you say, 1
parently much interested. As he looke? at them
he saw Bill Docker, and then he knew right away sun.pose I can ea&ily forgive you," and so saying,
he must keep a watci1 upon the groyp. There Wild shook hands with him.
were five of them, and all of them h,,,l the ap"Thank yer, Youn_g Wild West," and then the
pearance of being reikless sort of fellows.
villain raised his hat and bowed low.
"Introduce me, Bill," spoke up Straight Jack,
"There's theT galoot what follower! yer here,
Wild an' them_ is ther ones I seen him talkin' in a loud whisper.
"Oh, yes!" and Docker then pointed at the sowith' in ther barroom a li ttle while ago," Cheycalled deadshot and said:
enne Charlie explah~d.
"Youn,g Wild West, I want ter make yer ac"All righ+. Charlie." was the reply, and then ·
the young cleadshot turned to old man Murdock qu:.foi cd with Straight Jack, who is somewhat of
a slick hand with a gun or rifle."
and said:
"I'm awful glad ter meet yer," Straight Jack
"Do you know those fellows, Sam?"
declared, as he took the boy's hand.
Murdock was one of the sort of men who never
"It's mutual," Wild retorted, as he g·ave him a
liked to be "mistered," and he had told Wild many grip
times to call him · Sam, even thou,_g;h he was verv that caused him to s:,uirm. "So you are a
clever shot, are you?"
Arietta's grandfather.
·
"I don't mind sayin' that I am, though I ain't
"Yes I know 'em all," he replied. as he shook 1given
doin' any braggin'. But I don't s'pose
l1is he;d. "That fancv-lonkin' duck is Straight I couldter
hold a candle ter yer, 'cause you have got
Jack, who calls himself thcr boss deadshot of ther name of bein' ther
Champion Deadshot of
these parts."
ther \Vest."
"Y~·•. who are the others?"
"Well, I assure you that I didn't give myself
"Wdl that galoot is ther plaid shirt is Jake such a title."
Flitts , ; no-good miner. Ther one with only one
"I hear you have got a brand-new rifle, too."
eye is called One-eye ~arber._ He ain't !!O good,
"Yes. that's right."
either· an' ther sneakrn'-lookn' galoot with ther
"Is there goin' ter be anything in ther way of
so1-roV.:face face is called Mirery Pete. Ther fifth a shootin'-match
for prizes, or ·anything like that
one you know, of course. Ile's been seen around to-day?"
here a few times, though I never had a chance
"I couldn't say. You will have to ask Sam
ter speak ter him yet. But I know his name is Murdock
about that.
It seems that he has
Bill Docker, 'cause I've heard others say so."
made all the preparations for this affair. It
"Well. Sam Doclrnr followed me he1·e to Weston. was a biig- surprise t o :rr.e, and, of course, I shall
I don't know whether he came here for the pur- have nothing to do with carrying out the arpose of trying to ,get satisfaction for what I did rang·ements. I consider myself the guest of the
to him or that he just wanted to see what was people here to-day."
going ~n. But since he has got in company with
"How about it, Murdock?" Straight Jack
the four you say are no good, I reckon I'll keep queried, as he turned to the postmaster. "Is
an eye on him."
there goin' ter be a shootin'-match for prizes?"
"Any one of them four would shoot a man
"Well, I didn't think of puttin' up any prizes,
if there waR as much as fifty dolbrs in it for but there's goin' ter be some shootin' done this
'em," Murdock declared. "They're all newcomers afternoon, jest ter amuse ther crowd. I reckon
here, too, an' they've been makin', oui~e a little if you want te1· take part in it you'll have ter
trouble. If they keep on at it they 11 git run out do it without gittin' a prize. But that won't stop
of Weston, you kin bet. There's been quite a yer from bettin' your money on yourself, thoutith."
few robberies committed here. an' though there
"Sartinly not," and Straight Jack smiled, showain't never been any proof ag'in 'em, a 1g-ood ing that he felt confident of being successful in
many thinks they're ther guilty parties. There's case he went in a contest against Young Wild
two or three more what hang around with 'em West.
sometimes, an' they've got a wav of gittin' -in a
"Well, I'll tell you jest about what ther probunch an' talkin 'in whispers. This sort of thing
gram is this afternoon, an' then you kin tell any
ain't liked by honest folks. as you know."
"I suppose Straight Jack is the leader of the of ther rest that don't know it already," resumed
the postmaster. "There won't be much doin' now
gang."
till about two o'clock. Then we're goin' ter hold
"Yes, I reckon he is."
a little parade through ther town.• Ther Spondu"Well, I could tell that by just looking at him. licks Band will be here by that time, and I tell
He's doing the most of the talking now, and they you, it's a corker. Well, after the parade, Young
all seem to agree with him."
Wild West is goin' ter give an exhibition of his
It was just then that Straight Jack and 'Hill wonderful shootin', an' if there's any one in ther
Docker started toward our friends, who we:re crowd as wants ter take part in it they kin do
standing a little apart, with the crowd around so."
them.
"I see," and Straight Jack gave a nod.
"I wonder what's up now?" our hero thought.
"After ther shootin' is over there will be a
"Well, we'll soon see."
cattle, ropin' contest, which will make a lot of
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fun, 'cause there's a good many he-re as don't
know nothin' about that game. This will take
things along l}Utty well te-r supper-time, so th_a~
will wind up ther afternoon. In the-r evemn
there's goin' ter be a big dance in the1· hall over
here, an' I reckon that will about wind up ther
festivities. This is all what we call Young Wild
West's Weston Welcome, Straight Jack, so best
keep in mind that there's only one real guest an'
he must have all ther honors that he's entitled.
ter."
"Of course," and the rascally deadshot again
nodded. "But s'pose some one should defeat him
in a shootin'-match. What then?"
"Well. if that happens, you come around an'
see me an' I'll make you a present of a . thousand •
dollars in gold. Then I reckon you kin take ther
honors away from Wild. I know, of course, that
you mean yourself. But, .Straight Jack, it don't
lay in your carcass ter beat Youn,g Wild West
at shootin', so don't git any sich thing in your
head."
StraiP·ht Jack laughed, but said nothing to
this. Bill Docker had stepned back and joined
the other three villains by this time, for it seemed that he was not anxious to remain very close
to our hero for any length of time. Straight Jack
now excused himself and went into the Gazoo, for
he heard some one announce that the free tanglefoot was about ,gone, and that if there was
any one who wanted to come in at the tail end
of the distribution they had better hurry up.
"Weil Wild." said Arietta, who had been listening to all that was said, "it seems that you
have got a rival."
,
"That's right, Et. Well, there wouldn t be any
fun if there wasn't some fellow around to challenge me. You know I always take a great deal
of satisfaction in accepting any challenge that
is ig:iven me, no matter what it is for."
-- ·
"I know that wel1 enough, Wild, and I h~ven't
the least doubt you can beat this man ea sily. I
suppose it is because :vou have always defeated
all comers that makes me feel so confident."
"Well, Et, if a fellow can hit just .yhat. he
shoots at every time, I don't see how he 1s gomg
to be beaten. Some one might do just as well,
but he couldn't be beaten,."
"That's right," and the girl smiled and looked
admiringly at her handsome boy love1·.
Some friends came along just then, so the
subject was dropped, '.'1-nd othe~ to~ics of conversation came up. Wild and his friends had_ a
very 1good time with old acquaintances, and dmner-time came around almost before they were
aware of it.
"Come on," said old man Murdock, "I've got
my clerk in ther s.til!e attendin' to business, so
we'll go over to ther house an' see what they've
got ready for us ter eat-''
They set out promptly, and · soon were at the
house, where they were not long in making
preparations to sit down to the repast that was
ready for them.
"This is what I call somethin' sumptuous, boys
an' gals," Murdock declared, as l;i.e s~t at the
head of the table. "Most everythmg is roasted
for this here meal. There's a suckin' pig, a
turkey, a goose, three chickens an' a rabbit. They
ain't all on ther table yet, but jest wait till you
' •e~ 'em all spread out in a row in different dishes.
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Ther rabbit is for me, 'cause there ain't nothin'
what suits me any bi,tter than a nice 1·oasted
rabbit. I know ther rest of yer don't care much
a~ut 'em, so you have got enough ter pick from.
Fetch nut ther g-ravy."
The last rema1·k v.ras addressed to som~ one
in the kitchen. Then out came a buxom woman
with not only gravy, but a big dish of mashed
potat.oes as well. Another followed her, and still
anot her, and soon the tahle was fairly groaning
beneat h the weiiP-ht of the good things.
"You call this here sumptuous, eh, Sam?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, with a grin.
"I reckon I do, Charlie," was the reply.
"\Vell, if I was goin' ter call it anything I'd
say it was sc-rumptuous. But let it go at that.
I'm jest as hungry as a bear, an' I'm sartinly
goin' ter make some of that fat pig fly. \Vow!"
The gues' s along with our friends were Brown,
of the Gazoo. and three miners and their wives,
who had assisted in preparing the welcome for
our hero. When they were all seated about the
long table in the biggei,t room of the house. Murdock brought his fist down upon the table and
exclaimed:
·
"Sail in! Let yourselves go! This is ther big17-est feed we ever had in this here shanty. I
don't s'pcse we'll ever have another one, unless
it's in honor of a wcddin'."
"\Vow!" Charlie yelled a?-"ain, at the same time
looking at Wild and Arietta. "Jest wait till they
git old enough, Sam."
"Oh,.--·I wasnt' referrin' ter no one in particular," and the nostmaster shook his head and
laughed.
All laughed with him, and then they proceeded
to tackle the good things before them. They
remained at the table for a rather long time, and
when at last thev arose, Ch_eyenne Charlie declared that "it looked puty sick, since there wasn't
much left 1:iut bones and a few taters an' lots of
grease."
The last course had been apple pie, and the
scout had been forced to leave the better part
of his portion, because he had eaten too much
sucking pig. But he was just as well satisfied,
and waiting until every one had got upon their
feet, he let out a genuine cowboy yell, after
which he accepted a cigar from Brown and
lighted it.
"Now, then, I reckon I'Jl take it easy until two
o'clock," he declared, as he went outside an<!
sat on the b~ old-fashioned settee that was
under a tree.
It certainly was warm enough out there,
though there had been quite a chill on the air
when they set -0ut from Horse Head, that morning, so they all came out, some sitting down and
others standing and walking about. In this way
the time was passed until it was nearly two
o'clock.
"Now then," said old man Murdock, as he put
on his hat, "I reckon we'll go an' see if ther
parade is ready ter start. I left that ter Brown,
an' he went away from here half an' hour agr,."
Arietta started a short distance from the houo:;e
to a little hill, and from there she could see wha't
was igoing on in front of the Gazoo. When she
saw eight uniJ;ormed men with brass instruments,
:;;he knew very well that the band had arrived.
They were just forming in. a l~n,e, and miners
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were running from all directions, some of them
carrying boxes, and all attired in their best.
Several horsemen were in the party, too, for it
seemed that · the1·e had been some new arrivals,
among them heing several cowboys, since our
friends had left the square.
"It looks a s though it'~ Q"oin,g tn be <mite a
parade, Wild," Arietta said, as she joined our
hero. "Are-we going to take part in it?"
·«No, I think not, Et," was the reply. "We
are the guests, so let the people here go ahead and
have their parade. I suppose we will have to
review it, so we will go on clown to the oostoffice."
·
The word was quickly passed, and then they
all walked over to the store. They went in by
the back way, and a couple of minutes later,
vrhen tJor- ""~ ared on the porch and werr r ecu-nized, a deafenin.g cheer sounded through the
mining camp. The band struck up, "See the Conauerine: Hero Comes," and though there were a
few, if any, experts playing the instruments, it
sounded very well, and the crowd cheered more
and more.
"'This is certainly whrrt I call a great ovation,
\\'ild," Jim Dart observed, with a smile, as he
nodcled to the young cleadshot.
"It. certainly is, Jim. I never had any idea
that the people here thought so much of us."
"Not. of us, Wild, but of you, you should say."
"Well all right. It makes a fellow feel ,good
when h~ knows that what he has done is appreciated bv his friends. Ilut I am not going to get
a swelled head over it. I am going to be just
plain Young Wild West, as long as I live."
"And I am ,going to be plain Jim Dart, too, no
matter if I find myself worth a couple of millions, some time."
"That's right, Jim. Never hold your head
above the cominon people."
At that moment Brown appeared, a gaudy red
sash over his shoulder· and a high silk hat wlth
a big blue feather in it en Ms head. He was
mounted on a big, irony-gray horse, and as it
was the first time our hero and his pa1·tners had
ever seen him mounted, they were compelled to
smile, for Brown was anything but a graceful
rider. But he meant well, and he mana,ged to
form the procession into one, and when this had
been done to his satisfaction, he called out loudly:
"Forward, march!"
The band struck up, and off they went. Our
friends counted those in the parade and found
there were over two hundred, and every man taking part seemed to be delighted at the chance
of being there.
One thing was noticeable.
Straight Jack and the other four villains were
missing from the procession. But it happened
that they were inside the Gazoo, lQoking through
the windows, since they did not care to let Young
Wild West see that they were interested in what
was taking place. The procession went around
through the mining camp, and came back again,
and not until it had passed the pest-office did
Brown give the order to break ranks. '!'his took
somethin,g like forty-five minutes, and those who
had taken part in the clisplay certainly acted as
though they were having a "roaring good time."
Brown rode up to the post-office and dismounted.
"Now, then, Sam," said he, as he doffed his
11Iug hat and bowed, "I reckon I've done my part
0

of ther program. It's for you to go ahead with
what's ter come next."
"Ri,ght yer are, Brown," was the reply. "Jest
wait til1 I git on this here barrel, an' I'll let 'em
know what's comin' next."
The ·old man was quite active, and he got upon
the ba-rrel without assistance.
"Ladies an' gents,'1 he shouted at the top of
his voice, "ther next thing on ther nrograin will
be an exhibition shoot by Young Wild West, ther
Champion Deadshot."
A rousing cheer went up, and with a satisfied
smile, old man Murdock ,got down upon the stoop
ag·ain.
"Now, then, "\¾ild," said he, in a low tone of
voice, "I. :reckon yer want te1· show that g-aloot
of a Straight Jack what he never seen afore."
"All right, Sam," was the reply. "I certainly
will do my best."

CHAPTER VI.-Some Fancy Shooting and A
Fight.
Sam Murdock had made his arrangements well.
He had selected the nlace -where the exhibition
shooting was to come off, and nearly every one
living in Weston knew all about it. He led the
crowd around to the left side of Brown's Gazoo,
where there was a level tract of land, with here
and there a tree. Wild had not exactly made up
his mind what he was going t'l do in the way of
shooting, and when he g·ot on the slJot it occu~red
to him that he ought to have Hop Wah, the
clever Chinee, to heln him out a little.
'!Where is Hop. Charlie?" he asked, as he looked around and saw nothinP' of him.
"Ther last I seen of ther heathen ,g aloot he was
in ther kitchen up at ther house fillin' in on
pork an' turkey," was the reply.
"Well, I reckon you'll do until he comes, then."
"What do yer want me ter do, Wild?"
"I want you to stand over there by that tree
and· hold a target for me."
"All riP'ht, you ki!'. bet your lifo I'll do that."
Straight Jack was one of the foremost of the
spectators. He was watching every ;move the
young deadshot made.
"Has any one in the crowd got a watch that
they don't value very highly?" our hero asked,
as he cast a sweeping ,glance around him.
"I have!" called out a cowboy, as he made a
leap to get to the boy first. "Here's a watch
that was kicked out of my pocket by ·a buckin'
broncho ther other day, an' I've been goin' ter
chuck it away half a dozen times. I don't lmow
jest why I kept it, unless it was ·that there's
a chain ter it, an' I sorter wanted te1· make a
little show · when I come over here ter Weston.
Y 011 kin have that an' shoot it full of holes,
Young Wild West."
Wild acceoted the timepiece, and found that
it was. neither more than what is known as an
oreide watch, which never had oeen worth more
than eight or ten dollars, and which now was
badly in need of repairs. But he had no intention of harming the watch any, and when he proceeded to tie a shoe-string to the ring, the cowboy shook his head and said:
"Don't · you want my chain, too, Young Wild
West?"
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"No, I don't want the chain. I just want the
watch. That. n·':!uh\ looks a little too g-ood to be
shot in two."
Wild now handed Charlie the watch, and the
scout stepped over to the tree, which was about
fifteen paces from where the young- deadshot was
standing. The crowd lined up on either side and
waited to see what would hapnen.
"Now, then, Charlie, I want you to hold that
watch by the string in your. right hand. Put
your left hand about a foot under it, and Se') if
you can catch it when I shoot the string in two."
"Right yer are, Wild!" came the reply.
Straight Jack expected to see the boy take his
rifle, which Arietta was holding for him. But
that was not Wild's intention iust then. The
distance was not more than fortv-five feet, and
he knew pretty well that he could cut the string
with a bullet from his revolver. When he pulled
a gun from a holster and put his right foot, forward, Straight Jack gave a start.
"What do ynr think of that?" he whispered to
Bill Docker, w.ho was standing close to him.
"That boy is goin' ter try an' cut that string in
two with a bullet from his ,gun. Do yer think
he kin do it, Bill?"
"I don't know, Jack," was the reply. "From
what I've heard isay since I've been here, he kin
do most anythin,,; with a gun."
"Well, if he kin do that I reckon he kin beat
me a little, 'cause I don't hardly think I could do
it more than one~ out of five times. But he'll miss
ther first time, seo if he don't."
"Ladies and gentlemen," shouted Sam Murdock, "Young Wild ,vest is now goin' ter show
how he'll cut that shoe-string what's holdin' that
watch, with one shot from his gun. Everybody
keep their eyes open or you'll miss seein' it."
Then Wild swung his revolver over his head
and quickly brought it down on a line. The
scout was holding the watch steadily, and was
as calm as a summer morn. Crack! As the report rang out the watch was seen to drop, and
Charlie deftly caught it before it hit the ground.
A cheer went up, and the crowd rushed forward
to see how the string had been cut. Charlie
showed them, and all seemed satisfied, except
Straight Jack.
"Let me see that ther shoe-string," he· said,
when he got a chance to get up closer.
"Here yer are," the scout answered, looking at
him with a frown. "Maybe yer think ther bullet
didn't clip ther string in two."
"That's jest what I do think," declared the
villain. "There's a trick in this, boys. That
shoe-string was cut by a knife jest when Young
Wild West fired. I reckon he had better do it
again, an' then everybody kin watch this man
what's holdin' ther watch."
"If you say I cut that shoe-string with a knife,
you're a lia1·!" Cheyenne Charlie roared, his eves
flashing dangerously.
"Well, I won't exactly say that you did,"
Straight Jack retorted, with amazing coolness.
"But I think you did. If Young Wild West will
t;y it over I'll see. I'll stand close to yer an'
satisfy myself."
"You better not stand too close ter me, or I'll
give yer a punch in ther jaw."
"Hold on, Charlie," spoke uo Wild, raising his
hand. "Take it easy. "Don't get excited, and just
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step over there and hold the watch again. Tie
the string together."
"Jest as you say, Wild," and the scout rather
meekly did as he was told.
Straight Jack did not seem to be a bit alarmed
about getting in a row with the scout, for he
stood within six feet of him when he was ready
for Wild to fire another shot.
The young deadshot was as cool as he ever
was in his life, and _taking a quick aim, he pressed
the trig-ger of his gun. Crack! As the report
rang out the string was cut for the second time,
and the watch dropped into the scout's hand.
"I'm satisfied!" exclaimed Straight Jack, nodding to the scout. "Ther bullet sartinly done
ther trick."
"Well, I reckon you had better be satisfi~d."
was the retort, "'cause I don't like ther looks
of you, an' nothn would suit me better than ter
git in a scrimmage with you. I'll bet five dollars ter a dime that you're no good, anyhow."
"Didn't Young Wild West tell you to take it
easy, pard?" Straight Jack asked, a smile on his
face, though it was evident that he was somewhat angry .
.. "Never mind what· he told me. It's what I'm
tellin' you now. "
"Well, if I didn't want ter spoil Young Wild
West's welcome, I'd startinly invite you to step
out an' shoot it out, Cheyenne Charlie."
"Whoopee! whoopee! wow!" yelled the scout. ·
"Don't you think that will spoil anything. Come
on out here, you sneakin' galoot. I'll show ver
that I know a little about shootin', myself."
But Wild quickly sprang between them.
"Hold on!" he called out, sharply. "The1·e is
no need of this. Charlie, vou are alto,gether too
fast."
"All right, Wild. I ain't goin' ter do nothin'
that you don't like. But afte1· this welcome business is over me an' Straight Jack will have it
out."
"There will be no necessity for you to have it
out. The man had a perfect right to doubt that
the bullet cut the shoe-string, so what is the use
of saying anything more about it, Charlie?"
"Well, I won't say nothin' more, then."
"Which shows you're mi,ghty wise," spoke uJ'.)
Straight Jack, as he turned away.
Charlie forgot himself, and he called out, an.
grily:
"Wait till this thing is over an' you'll see how
·
wise I am."
But when he saw Wild was looking at him and
that he was anything but pleased, he quickly
It wa·s
hauled in his horns and walked awa;:just then that Hop Wah appeared on \,.ho siene.
The fact was, that the clever Chinee hatd been
in Brown's Gazoo for nearly an hour, and as he
had been imbibing rather freely of the tan,glefoot
that was dispensed there, he was in what might
be called a hilarious mood.
"Hello, Misler Wild!" he called out, as he began capering about. "Me allee samee um bully
·
boy with um g-lassee eye. Hip, hi! .Roolay!"
Then he threw up his hand, and much to the
surprise of those among the spectators who had
never witnessed any of his magic performances, a
small parasol suddenly appeared as thou,gh it had
sprung from nothing but the empty air. Holding
this in his hand, the Chinaman strutted about for
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a minute or two, and then he suddenly closed the
parasol and proceeded to go through the performance of eating it by inches.
.
He did not stop until the whole thing· had disap11eared, and then he ll('ave an extra gulp and patted his stomach as though it had been very pleasing to the taste.
"What do yer think of that, Jack?" Bill Docker
gasped, for he had been more than interested in
what the Chinaman was doing, "That feller is a
regular sleight-of-hand g·aloot, ain't he?"
"He sartinly is, Bill," was the reply. "Who
would ever think that a heathen Chinee could do·
anything like that?"
· Hop was cheered roundly for what he had done,
and as soon as something like quiet had been restored, Wild stepped over to him and said:
"Now, then. I want you to hold a ring between
your thumb and forefinger while I shoot through
it. Do you think your hand is steady enough for
it, Hop?"
"Me velly muchee steady, so be, Misler Wild."
"Well, I hardly think you are very steady. You
have been drinking altogether too much tangle•
foot. You should be ashamed of yourself for doing it. Don't you know that you ought to keep
perfedly sober on a day like this?"
"Me see plenty Melican mans allee samee g-ittee
dlunk, so me gittee dlunk, too, so be, Misler Wild.
Me ve!ly smartee Chinee. Hip, hi Hoolay ! Evelybody happv in um sweet by and by."
Wild plainly saw that it would not be safe
for Hop to hold the ring, and as Charlie was in an
angered mood over what had passed between him
and Straight Jack, he decided to let Jim do it for
him.
· "Why can't I help you, too, ·wild?" Arietta
asked, when Jim was told what was wanted of
him.
"Well, come to think of it, Et, you both can
help me. I am going to try a shot with the new
rifle now, but before either of you take part in it
I want to ,give it a thorough test. Jim, you can
pace off a hundred yards, if you like."
Dart did not wait to be told a second time, but
promptly started walking· with long strides to" ard a tree that he judged to be about a hundred
ya1·ds away. He found it was j"ust a little fur•
:,her, and promptly called out to that effect.
"vVell, all right; that's near enough, Jim. Hop,"
and our hero turned to the Chinaman, "you run
over there and give Jim a card, so he can pin it to
the tree."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me allee samee givee
Misler Jim um ace of hearts. Lat velly 1goodee
target, so be."
He was not long in doing this, and when Jim
had pinned the card to the tree the young deadshot found he could distinguish the red spot in the
middle quite plainly. When he was ready he took
the new Remington from Arietta and placed himself in position to shoot.
"If he hits ther card at all he'll be doin' mighty
good," Stratgbt Jack whispered to his four companions. "Of course, he won't be able ter Put a
bullet throug-h ther center of it, unless it's by
luck."
Wild had the sight adjusted just about the way
he thought it should be, and taking a careful aim
he -pulled the trigo-er.
C=an~ ! As the report ran,,,. out the card moved

slightly, and then those standing close to it saw
that there was a hole right throuP-h the center.
The five villains ran along to the tree with the
rest, and they were not long in seeing- the result
of the shot.
"Nothin' but luck!" exclaimed Straight Jack,
loud enough for Cheyenne Charlie, who was stand•
ing nearby, to hear.
This so exasperated the scout that he lost all
control of himself, and leaping- toward the rascal,
he let drive with the flat of his hand and sent him
staggering from a blow on the cheek. 1.'he next
instant the two were going at it hammer and
tongs. But Wild was not long in reaching the
spot, and seizing them, he jerked them apart with
astonishing· quickness, showing Straight Jack how
muscular his arms were.
"I want this stopped!" he exclaimed, his eyes
flashing.
Charlie was in such a rage that he hardly
heard what his young leader said, and he made
another attempt to hit his opponent.
"You had better let us fight it out, Young Wild
West," .s uggested Straight Jack, v.)ho was remark-·
ably cool, considering the circumstances. "That's
ther only way ter settle it."
.
"Well, I think so myself, since Charlie is so persistent. Go on. Fight it out. But don't either
of you da,re to touch a gun or a knife. If you do
I will interfere."
The two canie together right away, and the
next minute they were rolling upon the ground.
"That i.sn't fighting," our hero called out. "That
is wrestling. Get up and fi,ght it out in the proper
way."
Both obeyed, meekly. Charlie must have realized that it was dangerous for him to mix it with
his opponent. He was becoming a little coole.r,
too, and he began sparring in a rather cautious
way no,v. But Straight Jack was no slouch at
this game, either, a11d a very pretty exhibitoin
followed. After a while, Charlie succeeded in
landing a straight left upon the rascal's jaw and
he went down in a dazed condition. Old Sam
Murdock counted ten rather slowly before
Straight Jack was able to rise.
"I reckon that settles it," he exclaimed, step..
ping between the two. "You're licked, Straight
Jack. Charlie put yer down for ther count. I've
seen a prize-fight, an' I know what I'm talkin'
about."
"All right," was the reply. "I ain't ashamed of
it, if I did git licked. That was ther only way ter
settle it, an' now I want Cheyenne Charlie ter let
me be. If he don't, I'll be apt ter pull a gun. If..
I do that, there will be ther need of ther undertaker in a jiffy."
Charlie was about to say something to this, but
Wild quickly stopped him, anq then realizing that
he had really made a fool of himself, so to ,;peak,
the scout dropped back and started for the Gazoo.
Young Wild West was now satisfied that the
new rifle was perfectly accurate, so he resolved
to show Straight Jack something really· difficult
in the way of shooting. He paced off fifty yards
to the tree Charlie had been standing near, while
he cut the string that held the watch, and then hs
nodded for Arietta and Jim Dart to come forward.
"Jim," said he, "that cowboy says he don't want
this watch again, so I will let you hold it up and I
will take a shot at it with my rifle. You stand
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ri,ght here in range of the tree, so the bullet won·t
do anv damage."
"All right, Wild," was the reply.
"Et, I want you to come about twentv feet this
way, and place your thumb and forefinger together in the form of a ring. All you will have to
do is to hold up your hand so I can see through
the ring you form and get a bead on the watch. I
reckon you can do that, all ri,ght."
"I surely can, Wild," the girl answered, with a
smile, for she was not one bit afraid that her
fingers would be touched bv the bullet when the
boy fired the shot.
She, as well as Jim, knew just what to do, so
they got in position and Wild toed the mark at
fifty yards distance from the tree. The crowd
got pretty close now in two lines, for it seemed
that no one was afraid that there was a chance of
being hit.
Straight Jack took his position not far from the
girl. and it was easy to tell that he was a great
deal interested. It was not difficult for our hero
to make Arietta hold her hand in the rLght place,
for he could sight the watch ·well from where he
was now standing. After he had caused her to
change her hand slightly two or three times, he
gave a nod and said:
"That's right. Now don't move the breath of
a hair, either of you."
Up went the rifle to his shoulder, and one glance
along the barrel to the sight told him that everything was all right.
Crang! As he pulled the trigger the watch
flew from Jim's hand, striking against the tree
with force enough to put it out of business, even
if the bullet had not hit it.
"Hooray! hooroy ! hooray!" yelled old Sam
Murdock, and then the crowd broke into a deafening roar.
Some of the more enthusiastic ones picked the
young deadshot up bodily and can-ied him around
through the throng of excited spectators. Straight
Jack was completely stagg-ered. He had never
tried anything like that in the way of s):iooting in
his life, and he did not know how he ·was going to
compete with Young Wild West :how. While he
was very accurate with both a rifle and revolver,
he was really afraid to try a shot like that, lest
he might do some damage to some one.
"\Veil," said Wild, when he escaped from the
miners who had been carrying him about, "w' , t
do you think of that, Straight Jack? Are ··ou
going to trv to earn that monev Sam Murdock offered you?"
"l guess not," was the reply. "I never practiced anything like that, so what's the use of me
tryin'? I might have a chance if you was ter
hold ther watch for me."
"Well, I'll do that, if one of your crowd forms
a ring with h;~ thumb and forefi:Rger, so the bul·
let can go through it first."
"Never mind, we'll let it igo at that."
"All right, iust as you say."
But Wild was not done yet, even though he
thought he ·was. Old man Murdock had procured
a number of glass balls, and he now brought them
forth. The result was that the younl!' deadshot
fired oved a dozen more shots, hitting nearly every ball that was thrown into the air, with the
new Remin,gtoll Arietta had presented him with,
/l'hen Straight Jack decided to take a chance at
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that kind of shooting, since Wild had missed
twice, breaking ten out of a dozen. He got his
rifle from the Gazoo, where he had left it, and
missed the first ball that was thrown up. The
second he broke, and his f ew friends gave him '.i
cheer. But when he hit the third and fourth glass
balls he got a kud cheer, for there we1·e plenty
present who believed in encouraging a man for
such good shooting- as that. However, he missed
the fifth, and the sixth went the same way, so he
was out of it. as far as even tying Wild's score
was concerned.
"You're a nretty good shot, Straight Jack." our
hero said, as he stepped forward and smiled. "It
takes a pretty good man to break ten out of
twelve, I can tell you."
"I reckon it does, but you're only a boy, an' you
done it."
"Well, I don't know as I could break twelve
stra1ght, but I think I could break six without
missing."
"Well, I wouldn't be that you couidn't."
_ "Since Sa~ has plenty more ~lass balls, I'll try
it. I am gomg to use a revolver this time too."
• "What!" and the astonished dendshot looked at
him in amazement.
"That's what I said. Of course, I am going to
g-et a little closer. I want to be under them, you
know."
"\Vell. I don't care how close --ou ,g-it to 'em but
if you kin break six glass balls straight with a
gun, I'm satisfied that your match ain't ter be
found anywhere on earth."
Wild knew he could do it, for he had often done
it before.
"Et," said he, turning to his sweetheart, "I
want you to toss the balls into the air. Throw
them up high, and one after the other, as fast as
you can."
"All right, Wild," she replied, and he quickly
got the glass balls from her ,grandfather. When
he was ready, the young deadshot nodded his
head, and Arietta tossed the-first ball into the air.
Crack! It was broken into fragments.
Crack! Another one went the same way.
Crack! The third was broken. It was the
same way with the fourth, fifth and sixth. Our
hero had not missed a shot. Once more there was
a ringing chee1·, and he was again carried about
in triumph.
"Ladies and gentlemen," he called out appealingly, "I reckon I have had about enou'gh of it.
now, and I am sure you have. We will let somebodv else furnish the amusement for a while."
They good-naturedly agreed with him, so when
Murdock announced that there was going to be
a cattle roping contest just for the fun of it, Wild
and Arietta slipped away and went to the store.

CHAPTER VII.-The Gold Is Found and the
Villains Are Trapped.
Hop had come into the store and he now per-formed some of hie magic tricks, ending up by
~etting ~fl' a lot of powder on the floor, and searmg the mrnates, Hop had gained the outside of
the store befo1·e he was suspected. ·
Thinking he had en_ioyed himself enough ror
that afternoon, Hop stole away, keeping out of
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sight af the store, and without knowing rcallv to the bottom, :;,o it did not take long. They had
where he was ;min,!:, finally brou?"ht up at the.out- 1.hrEe picks and as many shovels, besides some
skirts of the mining camp. near the abandoned s !out bags with which they intended to carry
mine that the villains ·were so much interested away the gold. In the 1lickering light of the lanin, as well as our hero. The fact was Hop had tern the five villains managed to see pretty well,
taken altogether too much in the way of str,mg and they promptly be.g-an making· a search for the
drink and he was rather sleepy. He locked spot where the murdered man and his gold had
aroun'd cautiously, and satisfied that no one had heen buried. Only one gallery had been dug back
seen him come there, he crawled into an old f':hecl into the earth from the foot of the shaft, and this
that was close to the mine shaft. With a smil~ of was not more thaJJ. thirty or forty feet in length,
childish sweetness on his face he fell asleep and and probably ten feet wide. It was natural to
began to dream of the flowery la"'.1'1 of China. How think that at the end of this they would find the
Jong he sle1)t he did not ki:iow, but h~ was finally spot they were in search· of, so after talking it
aroused by hcarin,g low vo1c~s near hn_n. At first over for a minute or two they went on through
he iLought it might be W1l~ and his partn~rs the gallery.
searcJoing for him, but as he listened he soon dis"Yer didn't hear ther dyin' ,galoot say that ther
covered that he was mistaken. Satisfied that he spot was marked in any way, did yer, Bill?"
had heard the voices before, he waited to find out Straight Jack asked. •
what the conversation was about.
":N'o. He didn't say notbin' abou.t that." was
"Couldn't we set a trap for him down in ther the reply. ''But it ain't likely it's buried very
old mine?" some one said, and then Hop recog- deep. Let's strike in an' dig right here."
nized the voice as belonging to Straight Jack.
Docker at once struck a blow with his pick, and
"I think we oughter," came the reply from one soon began diggin,g aside the particles. of rock
of those near the· shed. "But we want ter 1idt and earth. Then Flitts and One-Eye Barber
ther fifty thousand dollars in ~old_ first. Mos-t seized picks and joined in the work, while Straight
likely ther young galoot will wait till to-morrow Jack and Misery Pete looked on the former holding
ter come here ter look for it. But he'll never the lantern. The three worked rapidly, and when
find it, boys. Ha, ha, ha!"
they had loosened a space that was probably four
Then Hop knew it was B:11 Docker who w:i-s feet square, Straight Jack handed the lantern to
talkino:r for he ha<l learned the names of the vil- Misery Pete and seized a shovel. He quickly belains ~hile at BrowI).'s Gazoo that afternoon. ·
gan scooping out the dirt. At the end of five
"\Vell, I s'pose we oughter find a way ter git minutes the shovel suddenly struck something,
down in ther mine," S'raight Jack said, after a and then he ceased, at the same time motioning
pause in the conversation. "It hadn't oughter to his companions· that he had made a discovery.
be very hard ter do that. You say ther shaft Feeling down, he pulled up a rotten piece of
arn't more than twenty feet deep, Bill."
cloth.
"That's about all it is," was the reply.
"I reckon there's part of ther treasure of ther
"\\'ell, we've got rope an' lantern, so what's galoot as was murdered by your stepdaddy, Bill,"
ther u<:P of foolin' around here any longer? There he said, as he stepped over closer to the lantern.
ain't nn one comin' here ter botl1er us. They're
"Looks very much like it," was the reply. "But
gittin' ready for ther bi,g d~nce d~wn here. W~'ve we don't want him. ,ve want ther gold."
got it ::d\ our own way, an we km take our time
"Well, let's see if he's buried here first. Then
about this business."
we'll know putty sure that ther gold ain't far
"Well, since I'm ther one as discovered that -ther away."
gold was buried in ther mine, I'll be let down by
Two of them dug a little more, and thc:v· soon
ver. I ain't afraid. You kin let me down with found the skeleton of a man. They did not bother
ther lal\l tern, an' then I you kin lower ther picks to look the gruesome object over, but turned their
an' showels. Ther last man will have ter slide attention to dig a little further away. As luck
down ther rope himself."
"".ould have it, they struck the right spot this
Exclamation of satisfaction came from the lips time, for they had not gone down more than a
of the five, for the plotters were all there, and foot when the pick that was being wielded by Oneready to go down into the abandoned mine and Eye Barber ,got caught into a substance thev !mew
dig for t:ie fifty thousand dollars in gold.
was certainly wood.
- ..
"WelJ, it will be a whole lot easier, then," Flitts·
"It must be in a keg, I reckon," said Straight
decla1•ed. "Go ahead, Bill. We'll let you down Jack, as he held the lantern, while Bill Docker
first."
.
scraped away the dirt with a shovel.
It was not lon,g before the hiding Chinaman
"That's jest what it is," Docker retorted. "Here
heard the windlass creaking. The fact iliat there is ther head of a keg or barrel, I reckon.""
was fifty thousand dollars in gold buried in the
"Well, go on an' dig. If ther gold's in it we
old mine was a big surprise to him, for Wild had kin consider oui<selves ther luckiest galoots that's
pniy ,et his partners and the girls know anything in Weston this night."
1>f what \l-e dying man had told him. But it
The others stepped aside, and Bill and Jake
never once came to Hop's mind that he ought to worked with a will. In a few minutes they had
try and secure the btg sum of money himself. He dug enough of the dirt away for them all t-0 see
decided to wait and find out if the villains dis- that it was apparently a large nail keg that was
covered the gold they were in search of. Then he buried there. When they had got the dirt away
would follow them and see what they did with from it the two seized it and attempted to lift U
if, after which he would make a report to Wild as out of the hole. But the keg could not be budged.
quickly as possible. Meanwhile the villains went
"Git a pick under ther other side," suggested
down the shaft, one at a time. As Bill Docker Jack. "Then I reckon ther five of us will 'be able
had said, it was scarcely more than twenty feet to lift it out, all right."
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This was done after some digging had been accomplished, and then exerting their efforts, they
lifted the keg out of the excavation. It tumbled
over, however, and the head having been split by
a pick, broke loose, and a shower of golden coins
rolled out at their feet .
"There!" exclaimed Bill Docker, his eyes dancing with joy. "Now yer know whether I was tellin' yer a lie or not. Jest look at that. Them is
most all twenty-dollar gold-pieces, too. Hooray!
We' r e ther luckiest galoots what ever lived."
"Keep still; don't holler like that," advised
Straight Jack. "While I don't think that there's
any one around, it ain't safe ter git reckless. You
told us ther truth, Bill, an' now all's there is for
us ter do is ter divide ther gold. Git them bags
here, an' we'll count it out right here."
The rest of the gold was dumped from the keg,
and then the five villains squatted around it, each
with ·a bag, and proceeded to count the money so
it could be divided equally between them. There
was no mistake about it being real money. They
all knew enough for that. Dying Joe Bader had
told Young Wild West the whole truth, and the
villains had discovered the treasure that had been
buried by the murdered man. It took some little
time to make the division, but the villains did not
seem to tire of counting. "I guess we've got
about all we kin lug away in a handy fashion,
boys," Straight Jack observed, for he was the
more cool of the lot, and a smile of satisfaction
showed on his face as he said the words.
"\Ve'll git it out of here, an' then we'll go an'
look for somethin' that will blow Young Wild
West ter pieces when he comes down here ter
look for ther gold," Bill Docker retorted.
Misery Pete seemed to have his doubts about
his bag weighing as much as the others, and it
was not until he had lifted them all two or three
times that he became satisfied that he had his full
share.
"Well," said he, lifting the bag and starting
toward the·shaft, "let's git out of here."
The r est followed him, Docker bringing up the
rear and carrying· a lantern.
"I can't find ther blamed rope," they heard
Misery Pete say, and a s the lantern was brought
closer tl0 ey saw him feeling around excitedly.
They looked a round at their feet, but there was
no si gn of ::i rone there. The villains put down
the l-ags of gold and looked at each other in dismay. They all knew full well that they had
been trapped , and just what to do they did not
know.
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drinking during the afternoon . It was quite dark
when the crq.wd left the big open spot to go home
and get supper, so they might be on har\d when
the dance started, and then it was that Wild
began to wonder at Hop's prolonged absence.
Wing had remained at the kitchen of the Murdock house, passing the time away in dozing, for
he was not much of a hand to watch sports and
the like. He declared that he had seen nothing
of his brother, and then Wild began to think that
something might have happened to him. The five
villains had hung around pretty well during the
afternoon, but after it grew dark they disappeared. _There was nothin,g strange in 'this,
though our hero decided that he had better be on
the watch, since he was satisfied that Bill Docker
meant to obtain revenge upon him if he got the
least chance to do it. He knew pretty well that
Straight Jack did not like him much, either, and
as there were three others in the crowcr, there
was no telling what might happen. The dance
hal1 was quite a big affair, and would hold Probably a hundred on the floor. Of course it had
been planned that Wild and Arietta should lead
the grand march, but this was not to take place
until 8.30, so Sam Murdock announced.
"Boys," said Wild, noddin,g to his partners, "I
reckon it would be a good idea for us to take
a walk around and look for Hop. I am getting a
little uneasy about him. No doubt he got pretty
well filled up with tanglefoot this afternoon, and
has gone off somewhere to take a nap. But it
seems to me that he should have showed up before
this."
"Well, let's go and look for him," Cheyenne
·
Charlie retorted.
The three set out a little before dark, and looked in the barns and stables in the vicinity of the
Gazoo. But there were no signs of the clever
Chinee anywhere, and when they questioned any
one they received the same answer, which was
to the effect that he had not been seen. Finally
they set out to look further awa7. and the vicinity
of the Murdock house was looked over. But there
were no traces of the missing Chinaman. With
not the least clue to lead them on, Young Wild
West and his partners were stumped. They kept
on searching, however, until about eight o'clock,
and then they were not a little worried. They
went back to the Gazoo and questioned the clerks
there .. One of them related how Hop had played
the tnck on the five rascals, giving the story in
detail, and laughing as he did so.
"\Veil," said our hero, shaking his head, "it may
be that t hose villains ' have done somethin,"'
him. The chances are they got angry for" the
way he used them, and as they haven't been seen
around here in nearly an hour, I think it would
be a good idea to search for them. If we hatipen
to find any 01· all of them, I will :make it my business to demand of them the wherabouts of Hop."
"That's ther way ter talk, Wild " Charlie said
with a grim smile. "I'll· bet anythin.ir that the;
galoot called St raight Jack knows where ther
h~athen Js, I wot!ldn't be surprised if they've
killed an robbed hrm. Most likely the1· heathen
has been fool enough ter show 'e:in what money
he had. He's ,got a way of <loin' that every time
he tries ter git up a poker !!'ame."
They left the Gazoo and went over to Ure post-

to

CHAPTER VIII.:_ Wild and His Partners Get
the Gold.
The sports of the afternoon continued, and
every one voted that Young Wild West's Western
welcome was a howling success. Our friends were
kept busy t he whole time, and though none of
them took par t in the roping contest, they enjoyed it thoroughly.
They had heard how Hop had created so much
excitement in the bar-room cf the Gazoo, but
there was nothing surprising in this, and the fact
that the ciever Chinee could not be found simply
made me think. he had gone off somewhere to
sleep off the effects of the tanglefoot he had been
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office. The gfrls were in the store attired in their · "Well, what do you think of this, boys?" the
younig deadshot asked. "Bill Docker must have
best waiting to 1m over to the hall.
had more than one purpose in following me here.
"Havt! you found H,)p, Wild?" Arietta aske~.·
"No, Et., was the reply, "and I am n~t a httle He probably was listening when the dying m~n
wonied about him either. l have an idea that was telling me about the gold that was buried m
the old mine. No doubt he hurried here and let
·
' have b een ac_t mg
.
as though
the five rascals who
. they did not like us know :1omethmg about h~m. some of his friends into the secret, and then waitBut they can't be found either. We are ,gomg ed until it got dark and went to the mine to search
for the gold. Well, this is what I call pretty
to look for them now."
good. I reckon we had better ,get over there Withb
"W ell, I hope you will fi nd ~op, so we can ~ ~ut any loss of time."
"We can't a-,it there a minute too soon, Wild!"
~tart.
to
readv
IS
on hand when the grand march
£,
"Well 1 if we are not on hand at the time, I
Wow!e
Charlie
Cheyenne
·t"
t · ht h
1 ""Whoopee!
t th
, goexclaimed.
w eve
C
reckon your rrrandfather can po:;tpone,, 1 •
er ga oo s rig w ere w
on.
ome
man
old
"You bet nour life I'll do that, Wild,
d want 'em."
d'
"Sam," said our hero, turning to old man MurMurdock spoke up, for he "."as dll;n m~. near an
Go ahead dock, "you needn't let any one know where we
listening to what was bemg said.
d
h
an' look for ther heathen. We can't afford to
gone. You wi 11 have to ho1d back t e gran
lose Ho.p. I hope nothin' ·ain't happened ter have
march for a while, but you can let them ,go on
himA.s,,oui· hei·~ and his ".)artners left the store, who dancing. I reckon it will be time enough to hold
the march when the supper is ready, anyhow."
h db
,,
"Jest as you say, Wild," was the reply. "You
e~n
should they meet but the very one t~ey 3
nd
talking about. There stood Hon bowmg a th smil- go ahead an' attend to 'them . five g-aloots. This
ing, just a s though ~e had dropped from e sky is a remarkable story, blamed· if it hain't. Who
would ever have thought that there wa.s fifty
on purpose to surprise th em.
thousand dollars in gold buried in ther old mine,
"Where have yer been, you yaller gal 0
Cheyenne Charlie demanded, angrily. "Here we ve an' who would have dreamed of sich a thiTIJg as
st
th
that a man was murdered an' buried there, tool
er la
been huntin' all around .for yer for
Well, this is what I call sartinly startlin'."
.
two hours_."
Our hero was well satisfied that they could
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly glad
th
you no findee me. Me gottee some lirug to tellee manage to capture the five rascals without call•
ing upon any one else, so he promptly star:ted
·
you."
Wild knew from the tone of the Chinaman's from the store with his two partners and Hop,
voice that what he had to tell them was of con- who f elt it necessary to accompany them. Arietta
wanted to go, too, but Wild advised her to remam
siderable importance.
"Come on in the·store, Hop," he said, taking him right where she was until thev returned.
"Be ve1-y careful, Wild," she said, as they went
. .
by the arm.
Once in the rear room of the store, with nobody a way.
"Don't you worry about us. I reckon we'll
there but the girls and old man Murdock, Hop
proceeded to relate why it was that he had been attend to that crowd in a hurry."
As they walked rapidly toward the old mine
absent so lon·g. He told how he had felt the
effects of the t anglefoot he had imbibed. a little Hop ran up and got alongside the young deadtoo much 1 and had gone off to have a quiet nap. shot.
"Mi sler Wild," said he, "maybe me fixee allee
Just why he had gone to the abandoned mine he
had no idea but he had slent well and been li,gh t. Me go to um shaft and callee down to um
awakened by voices. Our friends l\sten_ed wi th no bad mans, and me say me lere alone. Len me
little astonishment a s he related m his own pe- tellee lat me lettee outtee if ley give me um
culiar way how the five villains ·had g_one_ down thousand dollee. Me fetchee uppee one man at a
into the old mine for the purpose of digging up time, and you catchee. Lat velly koodee tlick, so
be."
the treasure.
"Well, that certainly is all ri,,.ht, Hop: I r eckon
"Me waitee till ley allee gittee down. Len me
comee outtee um shed and lookee down um shaft, that's the way we'll do it."
"Ther heathen sartinly has got a putty good
so · be " he went on. "Me hear um bad mans
talke~ plenty, and ley workee velly muchee hard head on him, ain't he, boys'!" the scout declared,
with him pick and shovel. Pletty soonee ley 7:rs he looked at Hop in admiration.
"We couldn't go at it in a better wa y, I think,"
holler velly muchee, and len me hear somebody
·
say ley findee plenty gold, so be. Velly stlange, Jim declared.
They were not long in reaching the mine, and
Misler Wild."
"Well, nothing so very strange, Hop; but ;go on. they walked softly a s they nea red it. Then Hop
· Finish your story. Did they get away with the motioned for them to remain silent, and he began
walking around, stumbling over everthing that
g old?"
"No, Misler Wild. Ley down um mine yet. came in his way, and star ting to sing a sort of
Chinese ditty. He had hardly begun when a voice
Me fixee lat."
called out from under the ground:
"You fixed it, eh? What did you do?"
"Hello! Who's up there?"
"When me waitee lillee while and findee ley
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as though he
come to git outtee, me pullee up um lope, so be."
"Oh, you fixed is so they couldn't get out, was very much surprised.
"Is that you, heathen?"
then?"
It was the voice of StraLght Jack that they all
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Len me hully uppee
•
ond comee here. You bettee go up lere and see heard now.
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop answered.
'h9utee."
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"Say, did you take away ther rope that was
hangin' around here?"
"Lat light. Me comee alound here lillee while
ago and see um lope lere, and me haulee up."
"What did yer do that for?"
"Me wantee um lope to play lillee tlick wtth,
so be."
"Well, jest put it down here again, will yer?"
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" and then Hop
broke into a roar of laughter.
"A volley of oaths came from below at this,
which told how angry the trapped villains were.
"You wantee comee uppee, so be?" the clever
Chinee asked, after a pause.
"Sartin we do. Put ther rope down."
"How muchee you givee me if me gittee you
uppee?"
"If yer hauled up that rope ter play a trick on
us, we won't ,give yer nothin'."
"Allee light; you stay lere, Jen. Me go after
Young Wild West and tellee allee 'boutee how
me play nicee lillee tlick on um bad mans."
"Hold on, heathen! How much do yer want ter
let us out of here?"
"Me wantee um thousand dollee, so be."
""\Ve ain't got that much money."
"Allee light, you stay Jere. Me no fool Chinee.
Me wantee thousand doliee."
Then there was a pause for nearly a minute,
after which Straight Jack called out again:
"All right. Let ther rope down. I'll ,go up
first, an' I promise yer faithfully that I'll give yer
a thousand dollars ther minute I git out."
"You no shootee poor Chinee?"
"No, I won't. I'll give yer my word for it."
"Allee light, len me let you outtee. Me velly
smartee Chinee. Havee lillee fun with um Melican malls."
Hop motioned to Wild and his partners to
come closer to the shaft, and then he proceeded
to lower the rope.
"Catchee hold, and me pullee you up velly
muchee quickee," he called out.
"Go ahead, haul her up," came from below.
Then Hop turned the windlass, and presently
the head and shoulders of Straight Jack appeared
above the opening. As he landed upon the ground
Wild stepped quietly before him and placed the
muzzle of a revolvei- a,gainst his breast.
"One little wo1·d from you and you will die,
Straight Jack!" he exclaimed, in a low tone of
voice.
The villain was astounded, but he realized that
his life was in peril, so he did not uttei- a sound
beyond a gasp of dismay. Charlie and Jim quickly relieved him of his weapons and tied his hands
behind his back. Meanwhile the othe1·s wei-e
yelling for the rope to be sent down again. Hop
let it go down, and then up came One-Eye Barber,
who was promptly seized and prohibited from
making an outcry by Wild and the scout. When
he had been bound and made to understand that
he must keep still, Misery Pete was hauled up.
He was served in a like manner, and then Jake
Flitts was brought to the surface. It was easy
to keep him from making an outcry, and then
two minutes later Bill Docker was hauled up.
"\Vild did not care Whether he shouted or not, so
he simµly faced him with a leveled revolver, and
said:
··
"V,'ell, I ieckon you're the last one to come up,
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Bill Docker. So you found the fifty thousand dollars in gold, did you?"
"What do yer mean, Young Wild West?" the
astounded villain gasped.
Since they did not want the Chinaman to know
about the gold, they had left the bags containing
it at the bottom of the shaft, and just how Young
\Vild West knew what they had been there for,
Bill Docker could not imagine. But when he saw
that his four companions were all prisoners, his
heart failed him, and he began to beig for mercy.
"Yer can't blame me for eomin' here ter try
an' find ther money, Young Wild West," he said.
"I don't mind tellin' yer that I heard what Joe
Bader told yer when he was dyin'. I was listenin' under ther window. But I didn't come here
ter do you no harm. I thought as how I had as
much right ter ther gold as you did, an' I jest
wanted ter git here first, that's all. I couldn't
do it alone, so I got some friends ter help me."
"Well, I am very much obliged to you for digging it for us, since it saved us a lot of trouble.
Just tie him up, Charlie."
"Right yer are, Wild," and the scout quickly
disarmed him and had him a prisoner with the
rest.
"Come on, I reckon we'll go down and see about
the gold," said our hero. "Jim, you just lower
me down. I'll take that lantern with me, too."
The lantern he spoke of had been brought up
by Docker. It was not long before the boy was
at the foot of the shaft. When he saw the bags
neatly tied up and ready to be moved he gave a
chuckle of satisfaction. He tied a couple of them
to the end of the rope, and then bade Jim· turn
the windlass. Hop assisted to land the bags
safely, and then the rope was let down again.
Two more came up, and then Wild was hauled out
.of the shaft with the others. Just what to do
with the prisoners our hero did not know.
"Boys," said he, after he had thought it over
for a minute or two, "I reckon ,ve'll put them all
down into the mine again, and keep them there
until morning. That will be as good a place as
any for them. Come on."
In spite of the protests of the villains they
were lowered one at a time into the mine, Jim
going down with them, so the rope could be untied
each time. Leaving them with their hands bound
securely behind them, Dart was hauled up and
then satisfied that there would be no po~sible
chance of their making their escape, our friends
set out for the post-offke, taking the bags of gold
with them.
CHAPTER IX.-Conclusion.
The band was in full swing at the dance hall
when Wild and his partners reached the postoffice with Hop, who was assisting to carry the
gold. Arietta was in charge of the store, and
Anna and Eloise were there to help her, though
there was not. a customer there just then.
"What have you there, Wild?" Arietta asked,
as she saw the bags of gold they were almost
i;taggering under.
"Well, we have got the fifty thousand dollars,
all right, Et," was the reply.
"Is that so? You didn't have much of a fight,
then?"
"Not any fight at all, little o
It was just as
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S WESTON WELCOME

easy as rolling off a log. Hop deserves the credit an hour to get out of Weston, and never show
of it, for it was he who made the suggestion as their faces here again. Of course I will wait
till morning."
to how to settle matters without a fight."
"Well, I don't s'pose they have done anything
The girls were eager to hear what took place,
so Wild was not long in telling them the whole that thi;y oughter be hung for, an' what's ther
use of fillin' up ther jail with a lot of galoots
,story.
"Now then," said the young deadshot, "jµst let like that? Somebody would only have ter pay for
me have a comb, and- I will fix up my hair a little ther grub they eat. You do jest as you think
bit, and then we'll go over to the hall. I suppose about it, Wild. I reckon there ain't no galoot
he1·e as is goin' ter interfere. You're tber Boss
the crowd is wondering where we are."
Our hero and his partners were not long in get- · Boy of Weston, an' yer always will be. Hooray,
ting ready to go to the hall, and then the lights hooray!"
were put out, and Arietta locked up the sto!'e,
Though they did not know what it was for, the
taking the key with her. Hop, who felt qmte miners joined in giving a cheer. After that the
hungry after his rather long nap, headed for the fun kept up, and it was well toward daylight be-Gazoo, declaring that he was going to get some- fore the last of the crowd left the hall. It was
thing to eat, and the rest went around to the about nine o'clock when Wild went over to the
hall. The crowd made room for them, and some old mine, accompanied by his partners, old man
one ran in -and promptly stopped the musicians. Murdock, Brown and several miners. The prisAs they entered a rousing- cheer went up, and oners were still there, for they had been unable
then all was confusion.
to devise a means to make theii· escape. They
"Ther grand march, ther grand march!" the were very penitent when they were hauled out,
Ehout went up on all sides.
and when Wild told them that they had just half
Old Sam Murdock was quite equal to the occa- an hour to get out of Weston, and never snow
sion, and mounting a barrel that was near the their faces there again, they seemed greatly
musicians' stand, he motioned for silence. As pleased. The boy had told the miners who h::id
soon as he was able to make himself heard, he accompanied them there all about the buried gold,
said:
and how it came to be there, and they were quite
"Now then, ladies an' g~nts, thcr grand march willing to abide by anything he did. As the boy
will take place. I told ye1· that Young Wild West stepped forward and cut loose their bonds, he
had a little important business te;r attend ter, an' said to Bill Docker:
that he might not git here in quite some time. But
"I have an idea that you bear a grudge ag·ainst
it's all right now, so jest fall in. Take your me, but let me tell you that if I ever set eyes on
partners for ther grand march that's in honor you again, I will put a bullet through you.''
of Young Wild West, ther Champion Deadshot
"You won't never see me again if I kin help
an' ther Boss Boy of ther West. Hooray!"
it, Young Wild West," the young 'man declared,
The old man became so excited that the barrel earnestly. "I've got enough, I have."
slipped from under him, and he came near having"As for you, Straight Jack," the yourig deada bad fall. If it had not been for the bass drum, shot went on to say, as he turned to the deadwhich let him down a little easier, but was burst- shot, "I advise you to lead an honest life hereed, just the same, he might not have been able after. I don't know as there fs any need of sayto continue as the ·master of ceremonies. At first ing anything to the othe1· three, for they don't
the man who beat the drum was inclined to· get appear to me to be men who would take advice
a little angry, but when he found everybody was from any one. But I will say tliat if they ever
roaring with laughter, he took it good-naturedly. show up before me they will get the same dose
"I reckon it don't matter a great deal if we . I just promised Bill Docker. Now then, you had
don't hear that big drum bangin' away," Chey- better make the best of the half hour I have given
enne Charlie observed, as he stepped over. "That you to live. I reckon you will have time enough
makes too much noise, anyhow. I'll pay ther to gather together what belongings you nave.
<iamage." •
Lightout."
"No, yer won't," old man Murdock cried.
The five hastened away, heading straight for
''I'm goin' ter settle ther bill for ther music, an' ·Brown's Gazoo, where they had some drinks, and
<ion't yer forgit it, Charlie. Jest you keep your then hurriedly gathered together what little they
money in your pocket. I'm ther floor manager owned. It h1;1,ppened that they all owned horses,
l1ere, an' things is goin' ter be run my way."
so before the allotted time was up they rode out
They kept on going around the hall until the of Weston. Right here we may as well say that
musicians were actually tired of playing upon none of them were ever seen there again. Our
their instruments. Then old man Murdock, in a friends remained at Weston for a week or two,
masterful way, whispered something to the leader and during that time Young Wild West did exactly as the dying Joe Bader had requested him.
of the band, after which he shouted:
"Take your partners for a Virginy Reel. Let It was not a great deal that the murdered man
had owed, after all, o there was a neat sum forher go!"
The Virginia Reel was followed by a waltz, for warded to his relatives in the East, and when
there were quite a few there who unaerstood that our hero learned that it ca;me in very welcome,
,art of dance. During an interval Wild told since they were in rather poor circumstances, he
iMurdock of their adventure of the night, and he ·w as well pleased at the way the affair had turned
out.
:was much surprised.
"So you have got ther five galoots in ther old
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
\ ~ine, have you? Well, that's gfireat. What are
WEST'S RAPID. FIRE FIGHT; or, HOLDING
1~r goin' ter do with 'em, Wild?"
, "Well, ·I have about decided to give them half A CAVE OF GOLD."
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CURRENT NEWS
PAGE

BOY

PAYS $91,000 FOR STOCK
EXCHANGE SEAT
From page boy and telephone operator on the
floor of the New York Stock Exchange to membership as broker in eight years is the achievement, of James E. Sheridan, No. 1475 Grand Concourse, the Bronx, wounded war veteran .
In 1906 he entered the employ of the Exchange
as uniformed messenger boy. In 1915 he became
telephone operator for Harriman & Company, in
which capacity be bas been employed until the
announcement of his purchase of a seat on the
Exchange for $91,000.
Heis believed to have formed a partnership with
Celestin Durand, No. 74 Broadway, formerly of
Carlisle, Mellick & Co.
Sheridan was a member of the 320th Machine
Gun Battalion, 77th Division, during the war and
was wounded in action:
SHAKESPEARE'S HOUSE
The house in which the master bard was born
is lo'cated in Henley street, Stratford-on-Avon,
England. Washington Irving said of this famous
abode of genius: "It is a small, mean looking
edifice of wood and plaster, a true nestling place
of genius, which seems to delight in hatching its
offspring in bycorners. The walls o fits squalid

chambers are covered with names and inscriptions in every language of pilgrims of all nations, ranks and conditions, from the prince to
the peasant, and present a simple but srtiking instance of the sponteneous and universal homage
of mankind to the great poet of nature."
Several years ago the house was purchased
by subscription, with a view to the careful p:reservatio nof it and of its contents for the inspection of future generations.
DOUBT REGARDINK INDIA'S BIG METEOR
The Pioneer Mail reports the fall of a supposed
meteorite at Quetta, India, which, if confired, will
for the first time establish the power of a metorite to cause a conflagration. The fragments of
the meteorite collected are said to weigh six tons
with a volume of 5000 cubic feet! Hence the material must be abnormally light for a meteorite.
It struck a large stack of closely packed straW'
thirty feet higfh and penetrated it nearly to the
ground. The "meteorite" is said to consist of
materials like slate gray igneous rock, volcanic
glass and coke. Porsibly the stack was struck
by lightning and the fused residue of the straw
has been mistaken for a meteorite. The Geoligical SuTVey of India will doubtless settle the nature of this phenomenon. .
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"MOVING PICTURE STORIES''
Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - Handsome Sepia
inside illustrations - Twice as many and better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
stars - Splendid stories of the very best film plays _::._ And
all sorts of news from the studios

I

TAKE . NOTICE!

I

I
~
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If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now I Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big· portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room ht>re to tell you all the good things it contains. Just
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you · get for 7 cents.
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The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!

--- Don't
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Miss It -·-

FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XV.-( Continued).
But he was unable to do so, and in a few moments they had left the room. Tom and White
were victors, and when the would-be lynchers had
mounted below and ridden away Tom experienced
a deadly faintness and sank down with his head
in his hands.
"Cheer up, kid," said White, with rough kindness. "Have a little whisky? Thar will be no
,
more trouble now. It is ,all over.
A few drops of the stimulant revived Tom
greatly. He was sick at heart, however. He
arose and drew a blanket over the face of the
dead roan. Then he and White talked a long
time.
"I tell ye, kid," said the miner, "this ·is a hard
country. Thar are a lot of bad men here. I
guess that the placer miners will have to get out
yet. The company that is coming in here are
sure to drive us all out. I am going up to Green
River. I believe that there is gold there. At any
rate, there are no bad men there and no mining
company."
"Where is Green River?" asked Tom, with interest.
White explained that this was a placer region
almost up to the Canadian line. TheTe had been
several rich finds made there. It would not mean
a long trip to get tI1ere.
"I am looking for a pal," said White, kindly.
"I wouldn't mind staking lots with you. What
do you say, kid? I never had a side partner in my
life except my wife, and she has been dead ten
years. I have taken a shine to you, and I believe that we will get along all right."
Tom hesitated. At last he said:
"I fear that you will meet the same fate that
every one has who has made friends with me, I
have been unfortunate in my friendships. I guess
that I have luck only in going it alone.
With that Tom told White of his odd experiences and what had befallen him in his adventures since leaving home. White listened with
interest.
"Oh, shucks," he said in his off-hand way, "I
am one of those kind t}iat are not superstitious.
I don't believe in that sort of thing. I am willing
to take a chance with you. What do you say?"
The result wa,s that Tom agreed finally to go
with White to Green River prospecting for gold.
They buried old Joe Nestor not far from his
cabin. It was a sad moment for Toro for he had
learned to love the old hermit,
Over the grave Torn placed a rough stone and
on it he managed to engrave a few letters with a
Then
~ giving the name of the dead man.

he mournfully prepared to take his leave of the
cabin home which he had become attached to during his stay there.
He knew that he would miss old Joe. The
kindly, simple-hearted old man had endeared himself to him.
Not until it was all over did it occur to Tom
to give attention to the bag of papers that had
been left to him by the old miner. He now took
the bag in hand and examined it.
With sadness he opened it.
Out fell a file of letters. There was a written
re1:)_uest on these to destroy them after the death
of the owner. They were letters from the old
hunter's wife and others. Tom reverently placed
them aside intending to comply with the request.
But among the papers were legal documents.
One of these was the plan of a claim not far
from that very spot. On it was a plan with
markings and measurements. It was written
below:
"The Plan of Claim in Yellow Pass. Owned
by Joseph Nestor. Gold in a pocket four feet below ledge. Lift heavy rock and dig. Bequeathed
to my dear friend, Tom Arnold, for his enjoyment
and life-long happiness by the owner. May ik give
him pleasure that the owner can never know,"
Tom hesitated a moment. He knew that the
hermit had ~lways maintained that there was a
claim richer than any other that he knew of. He
had not worked it, for he feared that it would
mean such a large return to him that he would
lose further interest in his wild life in the region and induce him to abandon his free life and
go back to civilization. Tom was deeply touch.ed
by the legacy.
Tom hesitated to tell his new friend, White,
about the legacy left him by the old hermit. He
hardly knew what to do about it.
He had promised to go to Green River with
White. He was sony now that he had done so
and that he had again formed a partnership.
He realized better than ever that he met with
better success going it alone. But he saw no way
of getting out of his difficulty just now.
He would have to stand by his promise to
White.
In that c.ase it looked like his duty to tell him
about the legacy. He knew that the proper thing
was for him to do this and take White in with
him in the development of any claim that might
be found. That was what a pm-tnership meant.
But in the meantime events shaped themselves
so that Tom iwas obliged to make quite a. change
in his plans.
A few days before the time set for the departure for Green River Toro made up his mind to
tell his partner all. He waited at the cabin for
him to appear.
It was late in the day and White was expected
long before. Tom wondered why he was so late.
Suddenly he heard the report of a revolver and
then a man's figure was seen running rapidly toward the cabin.
Instinctively Tom drew his own gun. He had
been long enough in the region to know that forearmed was, the proper course at all times. So ha
·
was ready.
(To be continued)
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GOOD READING
for him, she found him pinned under the tree. He
M~ASURING GROWTH OF PLANTS
A wonderful machine has been invented which was still living, but died before a physician arrived.
measures the growth of plants.
A small thread connects the plant with the apparatus, which consists of an electrical batte1:y
A NOVEL TRICK
and a drum which revolves slowly. Above this
Here is a somewhat different egg trick, which
drum is a pen worked by elech·icity. As the plant is startling as well as mystifying. You hand a
gr~ws the thread slackens and causes a connec- friend a hard-boiled egg with the request that it
tion between the battery and the pen. The latter be mtnutely examined. Aft-er he has satisfied
drops on to the drum a:1d makes a mark_. A~ the himself that the egg is of the ordinary kind you
same time a small rod is pushed up, which tight- ask him to print his name on the shell with a
ens the string again.
pencil or pen. Then tell him to break off the
Thus the drum sh~ws the growth of the plant shell, and, much to hls astonishment, he will disover a given period, and infon~ation is obta~ned cover his name plainly written on the white of
showing the effect of heat and light upon various the egg.
specimens.
As you have probably guessed, there is a preIt has been proved that most plants grow more vious preparation, but it is very simple. Disrapidly at night, and this fact has been of great solve 1 ounce of alum in a half-pint of vinegar.
assi stance to those engaged in forcing the growth Take · a small pointed brush and outline your
of flowers and vegetables.
-friend's name, or whatever you desire, on the
shell of the egg. Let it dry thoroughly and then
boil the egg for about fifteen minutes. If these
COUPLE EXECUTED FOR MURDERING 33 directions are carried out all tracings of the
Ivan Komaroff, known as "the wolf of Mos- writing will have disappeared from the outside
cow" and formerly a Moscow .Cabinet officer, con- of the shell, but when the shell is cracked open
vict~d of murdering thirty-three persons since it will plainly show on the white of the egg.
1921, and his wife, were executed by a firing
squ.ad.
Throughout his trial Komaroff had affected
bravado, but after his conviction he appeared for
"Mystery Magazine"
a new trial, and when this was denied, pleaded
with the Government for clemency. The man SEMi-MONTHLY
10 CENTS A COPY
showed surprising knowledge of the technicalities
LATEST
ISSUE!
of the criminal code. He contended that he had
been wrongly convicted, and also that the law pro- 127 WHEN CROOKS CONSPIRE, by Harold F. Pod•
hnskl.
·
vide:! for .only a sentence of ten years' imprison128 TH!iJ MYSTERY OF Tfllll BLUE CAR, by Ham•
ment, instead of death.
llton C'rnlale.
Komaroff made a special plea for clemency for 12\J THE DFlTE'cTIVFJ AND THE LAW. by Frederick
F. Shuey.
his wife, which was refused. Of the thirty-three 130
THE HAND IN THE DARK. hy Chas. F. Oursler.
persons he was convicted of killing, twenty-tw.o 131 THE
TRAIL OF THE ROGUE, By Gllor&'e Bron•
son-Howard.
.bodies were found in the cellar of his house tied
in sacks. He said all the victims were killed 132 TIJ~t.WOMAN FROM NOWHERE, by J'nck Bech•
while attending tea parties in his home, where ll!ll THF, TtME DET11JCTIV11l. hy Frnnk Bl'ghton.
1M ~'H~ WHTRPERTNn-ROOM. By RpnJoh Poynter
they had been invited to be robbed.
lll:i

136

·FELL 100 TREES AS HIS "HOBBY"
Frank Edmund Pruden, eighty years old, of 29
Vine street, West Orange, N. J., fell a victim to
his hobby of years, when he was killed beneath
heavy tree he had cut down on the grounds of his
· home. He was formerly a master carpenter, but
retired twenty years ago with comfortable means
to enjoy life in the op·en. He was a lover of outdoors and spent most of his time cutting down
trees, of which there were many about his home.
He has chopped down more than 100 of them and
his wife, Nancy, often warned him of the danger,
but he always said, "When my time comes, I hope
it will be in the great outdoors."
He felled liis last tree several days ago and left
It propped up by two large branches. The other
morning he went out to trim it. At noon his sister-in-law, Miss Virginia Williams, called him for
lunch and got no answer. When she went to look

ON11l ('T,f!lll 1-fTRfHNn. hv ('J1M. Jl'. Onrscler.
•
THm DOOM OF THE DAMNED, by J'oe Burke.
The Fnmous Detective Story Out Today In 1.37 1 •

THE CONSUMING DEATH
By GILBERT HAMMOND
HARRY .E . WOLFF, Publlshn, Inc.
168 w .. t 2Sd !'ltreet,
New York City

"Moving Picture Stories"
A. Weekly lllagaslne Devoted to Photeplan and PhlYer•

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
Eacb number contains Four Stories of the .1.1,•st FIID1a
on the Screen •- Elegant Halt-tone '3eenes from the
Plays - Tnterestlng At'tlclee About Prominent .People
In the Films - Doing~ of .Actors and Actress~, tn tAe
Studio and Lese1>ns in Scenario Wrltln1r.

HARRY · E. WOL:f?F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d. St., New York
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DRY CELL TUBES ECONOMICAL
segregation of all modulated ,services ( spark
"What is the advantage of a dry cell tube over lCW, phone ACCW) within the limits of 176 to
a storage battery type of tube?" is a popular 200 metres; pure CW 150 to 200 metres; special
question asked by radio followers. The answer license stations with pure CW, 150 to 220 metres;
all stations to be permitted to operate on any
is "Economy."
Dry cell tubes are more economical than the W<!Ve within the band to which that type is eli.storage battery type and the inconvenience of gible.
,eharging a battery is eliminated. For example,
It was recommended that special licenses be isa storage battery required to operate a UX-201 sued only to holders of a new type of extra first
costs about $15. It is estimated by the General grade amateur operator's license to be established,
Electric engineers that six ordinary dry cells will requiring two years' amateur experience and a
operate a UV-199 an hour a day for a year. At code speed of twenty words. It should be noted
that rate fifteen dollars will buy enough dry bat- that the present law prevents the assignment of
-teries to operate a UV-199 for five or six years. waves aqove 200 metres, except unde1· special
The cost of charging a storage battery over a six- license, and only to applicants of experience and
year period would be over fifteen dollars and ability.
.
This recommendation, if adopted, will result in
many storage batteries would break down before
bands reserved for CW exclusively at either end
the six years passed.
·of the amateur allocation. It should be noted
that in general no changes will be necessary in
NOVEL MICROPHONE
the adjustments of the average transmitter to
Based . on the fact that radio entertains the ·comply
with this proposal. No changes in power
world, artists at Broadcast Central on top of limits were
recommended. The idea of an elaboAeolian Hall perform before a sensitive micro- rate subdivision
amateur band, as tentatively anphone concealed in a sphere....or globe atlas of the nounced by some
of the superv;sors, has been
world made of thin gauze. The seas al'e repro- abandoned. No decision ha.
been received from
duced on its surface in deep green and the conti- the department at this writing.
nents in tan. The globe is about twenty inches
has been tentatively defined as a continuin diameter and stands on a mahogany pedestal. ousCWoscillation
system in which the
No mouthpiece is needed, since the delicate tex- power supply istelegraph
sub~tantially direct cun,ent as
ture of the gauze permits the sound waves to obtained from a generator, a battery, or a rectieasily penetrate and reach t.he microphone con- fied
an adequate filter. It was felt that a
cealed within. From here the music or words moreplus
ambitious definition would be impracticable
are carried over wires in the from of electric cur- of enforcement.
rents to the control room, located between the
The telephone conference made no recommendastudios. At that point the speech amplifiers mag- tion
respecting amateur quiet hours. '.Che board,
nify the current before it travels through heav- however,
been on record as advocating volunily shielded cables to the operating room on the ta!'y quiethas
hours from 7.30- to 8 P. M. local time.
:roof, twelve floors above.
In the belief that better amateur
would
Many radio entertainers say it is difficult to exist if the plan were observedconditions
uniformly the
perform_ in a sound proof radio studio where department on April 6 authorized Supervisors
of
there is no evidence of any one listening and no Radio (Inspectors) to note on licenses, "This staapplause can be heard to give encouragement. tion is not licensed to transmit between the hours
The new microphone arrangement at Broadcast of 7.30 and 8.30 P. M. daily, local standard time."
Central will help the entertainers to visualize
Although discretionary with the supervisors,
their audience as they sing, play and speak into some of the supervisors began recalling licenses
the globe which absorbs the sounds similar to the to be so indorsed, whereupon the league sent a
,way millions of antennae pick up the concerts representative to Washington to protest. As a
throughout the world.
result instructions were telegraphed the supervisors to apply the notation only to new licenses,
RADIO TELEPHONY LAWS
pending consideration of the matter by the A . R.
The law of 1812 is still in full effect. The re- R. L . Board. At its meeting on April 27, the
cent National Radiotelephony Conference at board reiterated its recommendation of voluntary
Washington recommended that an extension of quiet hours, as before, but opposing enforced
the amateur band from 200 to 222 metres be quiet hours in the conviction that they would be
made under special license for CW only. In ac- destructive of co-operation with the department.
cordance with this recommendation, the Depart- Recommendations to this effect have been made
nient of Commerce is recalling special amateur to the depaTtment.
licenses and assigning 220 metres as an upper
limit.
TRY THIS HOOK-UP
A detailed study of the matter was made by
the directors of the Radio Relay League, located
A good many hook-ups are published that do
throughout the country, and at a recent meet- not work satisfactorily. In fact, some of them
ing recommendations were adopted and trans- do not work at all. The more complicated they
1~tted to the department.
These call for the are the worse they are. In radio the simplest
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current to pass through it. It completely checks
the positive half and therefore acts as an electric
valve in exactly the same way as the ordinary
valve operates in a water-pipe system.
We have, therefore, on the other side of the
vacuum tube a current of electricity that is a
pulsating current flowing in one direction only,
and the telephone receiveT is now able to respond
to it. That is the manner in which the tube acts
as a detector. As an amplifieT, a slightly different condition exists and a different action takes
place. In this case, we have what is known as a
"trigger effect," and the action of the t ube in
amplifying can b~ best described by using the
trigger effect as an analogy.
If you study the mechanism of a rifle you will
Tealize that when you cock the gun you have to
use a great deal of force to pull the hammer back
against the spTing in the gun. When you pull
the hammer back, what you actually do is to store
up a certain amount of energy in the spring of
the gun, which lies dormant until such time as
you bTing it into play by pulling the trigger. A
little thought will show you how minute the pressure is that you exert on the trigger itself when
firing the gun, but by releasing the triggeT you
bring into play the larger amount of eneTgy that
is stored up in the spring, and this forces the
hammer against the cartridge in the gun with
such foTce that the cartridge is exploded. This is
exactly what the vacuum tube does-it controls
the larger amount of energy that is stored up in
the battery connected to the plate on the vacuum
tube. When the weak, incoming current Teaches
th'e grid or "control element" of the tube, it
releases this stored-up energy by pulling the gTid
trigger and permitting the plate current to com"I
into play in the circuit. This action, of courne,
can be· duplicated in successive stages of amplification.
It is this action that is also brought into p)ay
in the regenerative circuit. The tube, having
acted as a detector, then passes its slightly increased current through the inductance in the
plate cifouit, and his inductance, being inductively coupled to the oscillating circuit, induces a
still stl'onger current in that oscillating circuit
which again passes through the vacuum tube re~
leasing_ still _greater energy in the plate circuit,
and this action passes around again performing
the same function, always simultaneously, until
the certain maximum condition is reached.
THE HEART OF THE RECEIVER
This Tegenerative a~tion can best be explained
The manner in which the vacuum tube functions as detector is as follows: As soon as the by usi;11g the IJ,Ilalogy of the ordinary telephone.
filament is lighted, a train of electrons is thrown ~ometimes, when the telephone rings and you j
off from the filament and these bombard the plate. - hft off the hook and central still continues ringThey are in 1·eality particles of negatively ing, you occasionally get peeved and place the re- ,
charged matter, which actually bombard the plate ceiver to the mouth-piece of youT telephone. The '
with tenific impact. They afford a path for neg- Tesult is that gradually and Tapidly you get a
ative electricity to pass between the filament and tremendous buzzing effect that finally Teaches a ,
the plat!:) and in order to assist the passage of this ~ou~ and te~rific whistle. What has taken place
electricity the plate is charged with a positive is simply this: The sound vibrations received in
potential. The grid enables us to control the ac- the telephone receiver have been fed back into the
mouthpiece of the tTansmitter and the transtion of the tube for this purpose.
When the incoming electro-magnetic waves pass ~itter, of course, increases the sound and passes
over the aerial a very high frequency alternating it around the circuit again to the receiver which
current is induced in tli.e oscillating circuit con- then again transfers it to the transmitter' of the
nected with the aeTial, which passes this cunent mou~hpiece, 1;1ntil the maximum, final strength is
on on the vacuum tube. The vacuum tube will , atta1:1ed, which results in the terrible whistling,
only allow the negative half of this alternating howlmg sounds that appear in the ti!lenhone.

f orms are best. Here is a hook-up that will work.
For this set you will need the following materials :
A U. V. 200 tube . ..... . .......... . .... $5.00
.50
One lamp socket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One Freshman combined gridleak and
.'l5
00025 m . f. condenser . ... . . . ......... .
1.50
One variable condenser............ .. ... .
1.00
One 20-ohm rheostat .... . .. . .... . .. . ...•
1.50
One coupler coil with about 6 or 2 taps ....
.10
One switch arm . . ........... . ... . .• . ..•
.10
Six buttons .. .. .. . . ... .. . .... . ....... . .
One storage battery, 6 volts ........•.... 10.00
1.50
One B battery, 22½ volts .......... . •. . •
.30
About 30 feet of No. 14 copper wire ..... .
Antenna.
Phones.
The way to wire them together is as follows:
First set the instruments on il table, the tube first,
the gridleak next to it, and the coupler coil next.
In the next row the B battery, next the A battery, then the rheostat and variable condenser.
First connect a short wire to the x pole of the
A battery and the - pole of the B battery. Another wire fastened to the x pole of the B battery is connected to one side of the phone. Another wire from the other side of the phone is
connected to the P post on the lamp socket. A
wire from the F - post on the lamp socket runs
to the - pole of the A battery and a piece of wire
soldered to this wire is fastened to the coupler
of the coil; now run a short wire from the G on
the lamp to one end q_f the gridleak and another
wire from the leak to t'he other side of the coupler.
A wire from the F x on the lamp runs to one
post on the rheostat and another wire from the
othe1· rheostat post goes to the x post of the A
battery. The buttons are fastened to a board
near the coupler and a wire from each tap runs
to each button. Next fasten the switch arm to
the board so it will touch each button. A wire
• is fastened to the switch and run to one side of
the variable condenser. Another wire fastened
t o the other side of the condenser runs to a gas
or water pipe. The lead-in wire from the antenna is secured to the end of the coil winding.
'This completes the hook-up. If the directions
given m-e carefully followed this set will give
as good reception as any single bulb set. When
it is tested and found properly put together, it
can be transferred to a little cabinet.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TRAFFIC TROUBLES IN PARIS
There are 80,000 automobiles in the streets of•
Paris; 1,000 cumbersome autobuses; 1,200 street
cars; 400,000 bicycles, considered the worst pest
of all; 19,000 motorcycles, and 30,000 horsedrawn vehicles. Every one who has been in Paris
knows that it is as much as one's life i.s worth to
cro.s.s any of the principal thornughfares. Traffic
regulation is poor and the laws favor the drivers.
There is practically no speed limit and the drivers
are very reckless, caring nothing for pedE;strians.
13,200,000 GOLF BALLS WILL BE SOLD THIS
YEAR
The number of golf balls bought in the United
States this year will increase 10 per cent. over
last year, according to a trade expert of the Department of Commerce. This authority estimated
that 13,200,000 golf balls will be consumed this
year, compared with 12,000,000 last year.
About one-quarter of the golf balls sold in
America come from England and Scotland. Between September, 1922, and April 30, 1923, there
were imported from England and Scotland 1,927,697 golf balls valued at $792,641. At the
same rate the total this year from England and
Scotland would be 3,140,000 golf balls with a
value of $1,297,000.
BOY,

15,

RETURNS FROM 4,000-MILE
TEXAS HIKE
Alonzo Mathis, aged 15, of Bridgeton, N. J.,
has returned home after a hike of 4,000 miles,
which carried him to Texas and back in the cour,se
of som~• four months. He brought back with him
a resolve to complete his high school course, a
trunk full of souvenirs and an endless capacity
for talking about his trip.
Alonzo undertook his hike because of an inborn
'dislike for school. With about $100 in his pocket
and a letter from Mayor Adrian Johnson of
Bridgeton he set out with but two c.onditions governing l)is trip. They were. to write to his mother
twice a week and not to accept rides from motorists. In Georgia he was received by Oovernor
Jlardwick and in all he looked up about 160
mayors.

WOMEN'S WALKING STICKS
The latest importations of smart canes for
women shttw dog head tops. More and more
women are carrying canes as a part of their tailored street costumes. The dog headed canes show
various types of canine beauty. The English
bulldog figures prominently on some of the best
looking canes.
There are also setters and collies and another
dog which the fancier looks at questioningly and
final!? chai::acterizes as "Just a dog." This nondescript ammal looks more like a fox terrier than
any other breed. Of course he may be a mutt
dog and not a blooded animal at all, but it hardly
seems possible that a mere mongrel would be
used a,s a model for canes of such decidedly upper
class appearance.
The canes are all of one piece, the heads being
skillfully carved in a knot of the wood. Light
wood is generally used for the women's canes,
~ut some of the new ones are larger and heavier
m appearance than those which have been popular.

••
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LAUGHS
"Hello, _Dobson1 Any luck yesterday when you
w:ere fishmg?' 1 "Great! I was away when six
bill collectors called."
"During the thunderstGrm our milk turned • did
yours?" "No; our refrigerator is so small 'that
the milk didn't have room to turn."
Little Frank-Mamma, please · tell me how
~ather got· to _know you. Mother--One day I fell
mto a deep nver and your father jumped in and
save,d me. Little Frank-Well, that's funny; he
won t let me learn how to swim.
Little Eunice was attending her first class in
s1;1rest way to keep milk from souring. And Eumce, who was an exceedingly practical child gave
this recipe: "Leave it in th~ cow."
'
. The sewin~ machine ~&'ent rang the bell. A particularly noisy and v1c1ous-looking bulldog assisted in opening the door. The dog stood his
ground. The agent retreated slightly. "Will that
dog bite?" he asked. '.' We don't know yet" the
lady said. "We have only .iust got him. But we
are trying him on strangers. Won't you come in?"
Minister (to sick student)-! take a friendly
interest in you, my boy, because I have two sons
in the university myself; one taking engineerin"'
and the other agriculture. Is there anything I
can do? Sick Student-You might pray for the
one taking engineering.
"You remember that you sold me a horse last
week?" said the cabman angrily to the horse
dealer. "Yes; what about him?" "He fell dead
yesterday." "Well, I never!" said the deaier. "I
told you he had some fun11y little ways, but upon
my word I never knew hi.m to do that before."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
·1evel land that at the · White Rocks remains in
LION HUNTER CONFIDENT
one spot ;nd is bluish white instead of reddish
Confidence in one's self is an asset much to be yellow,
as is the other. In one respect they a!e
desired as has often been pointed out. Some- alike, however,
and that is they may appear m
times, however, confidence is likely to be over- either wet OT dry weather and at all seasons of
confidence.
.
.
year.
In the days when the Uganda Railroad was theThe
White Rocks, where the strange white light
first in operation there was pl~ced in charg~ of a appears,
are several large outcroppings ?f white
lonely station a babu who l~ved alone v.:1th a sandstone six feet high, and when the hp:ht apcouple of native servants. His post was m t~e pears the rocks seem to throw out the h~ht ~.11
center of the "lion country," and though the rail- over their surface. Coming on suddenly, it will
road testified to the progress of civilization in light up a space of several yards on all sides,
Africa the trains ran only once a day and the then after perhaps ten minutes the glow _fades
lions and other wild game came to look upon _it and disappears, possibly not to be seen agam for
with contempt. Occasionally they made a raid several weeks or even months.
on one of the lonelier stations and this was what
No oil or natural gas is known to be near the
caused this babu to wfre headquarters frantic- surface
of this spot, and while gypsum and traces
ally:
are near by they are not know_n to procopper
of
"Am besieged by five lions. Send one rifle and duce these lights or in fact have anythmg to do
five cartridges."
. with them.
An old Ir,idian legend runs to the effect that the
light is the spirit of the ancient signal fires which
ENGLISH BANKNOTE PAPER
Paper for English banknotes _rs made at a pa- were kindled on top of the White Rocks and on
per mill in Laverstoke, near Wmdsor, where pa- . Sentinel Butte, a quarter of a mile distant.
The light's existence has been known for fifty
per for Bank of England notes has been produced
since 1724. No visitors are ever allowed except years, long before cars or man made lights were
when there is a Royal visit as occurred lately. anywhere near the rocks, and the Indians knew
The king, queen and other members of the party about it ages before the white man came to the
·
were shown through the plant and the many se- country.
crets of manufactui-e were explained to them.
The mill was started by a French Huguenot of
FACTS ABOUT NEW YORK
Poitiers named Portal, who established himself at
estate value of .all property in
real
The
Laverstoke in 1719. Before Henri Portal under- Greater New York is $10,250,000,000-but the
took the manufacture of the paper, banknotes con- personal pl'Operty is. only $210,000,000; very rich
tained no water-mark, but he introduced a water- in land but surprisinly poor in personal belongmark consisting of a looped border running rou_nd ings. The city has a waterfront of nearly 600
the outside of the note and on the left-hand side miles, and while the commerce of the port is very
a somewhat intricate scroll. At first the bank- valuable, yet New York is the greatest manufacnote paper, enclosed "in elm chests with locks turing city in America, and the leading industry
and bound with iron," was conveyed by road to in New York is the wholesale manufacture of
Newbury aJ1d thence by barge to London, but in clothing. More than half the clothes worn all
1731 Henry Portal, as -he. had now become, con- over the United States are made in New York
veyed it in his own wagon to London. The fam- City.
ily monopoly which has existed for 199 years
While New York generally is flat, the highest
w·as not held without a struggle in the early days, point on the Atlantic coast from New Hampshire
that:
show
1737
in
firm
for the records of the
to Florida is Todt Hill, on Staten Island, whose
There was an opposition at this time by One summit is 417 feet above sea level-Maine has
Judd at Yewell paper-mill by which means ye higher hills on its sea coast. New York once
Price was lowered 18 p. Ream, and the duty Felt- rivalled Boston as the home of Irish immigrants.
ing and carry to London all struck off & to be Yet now the foreign born, in order of number,
pd and done by ye Maker.
are from Russia, Italy, Germany, Ireland, Austria, England and Hungary. FoTeign born form
QUEER LIGHTS IN THE WEST
38 per cent. of the population. .
Man's
No
Old
Ever since early pioneer days in
One-sixth of all the 2,284,103 inhabitants of
Land now the Oklahoma Panhandle, people have Manhattan Island are said to live below Fourknowh about the mysterious lights which are vis- teenth street, in 1-8th of the island's area. Twelve
ible at times near what now is Kenton, Okla.
thousand members of the Police Department made
One of the lights, which is to be seen at times 272,751 arrests in 1921. More than 100 gallons
fifteen miles southwest of Kenton, has been of wate1· per person, or 700,000,000 -gallons, is
classed as "audeon lightning" by several well-in- the daily consumtion of water.
formed persons, but the peculiar bluish . wh~te
New York's mean average temperature, 50 delight which often has been observed at Wlnte grees, is practically the same as that of LonRocks, eight miles east of Kenton, is of an alto- don, Paris, Berlin and Vienna, but its annual
gether different nature.
rainfall is almost twice as great as that of LonWhile the light southwest of Kenton moves don. New York is, therefore, naturally, a "wet"
about over a considerable space of hillside and city.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A WONDERFUL SEA MONSTER
A recent capture o.ff the coast of Long K:ey
Fla., is certainly not a summer snake story. Th~
monster, which is said to weigh 20 tons, was captured after obstinate fighting, in which 60 rifle
bullets were fired into him and three harpoons
imbedded in his flesh. It was towed into Long
Key and believed to be dead, but when turned
over on his back he resumed a fierce fight. Quite
a number of men had gotten on his back and were
thrown into the water, narrowly escaping being
drowned in the whirlpool which the monster's
·
thrashing tail created.
The capture has excited the naturalists all over
the world and they ~re flocking to Florida to see
the animal which it is proposed to dissect and
send its skull and skin to the American Museum
of Natural History of New York.
After the monster was finally killed a group of
men and women were photographed standing on
·
·
its back.
L. L. Mowbray, organi~er of the Miami Aquarium, and vice president of the New York Aquarium, ha!} made a preliminary study of the monster which he has named rhynodon. He gives this
name because of its belonging to the class of fossil reptiles, the rhynchocephalia. It is allied to
the Tuatra, a large lizard-like reptile formerly
abundant on the mainland of New Zealand, which
has been regarded as the sole living repre,.sentative of the order and is protected by the New
Zealand G?vernment. The Tuatra has four strong
:five-toed limbs, a loose-fitting, scaly skin and a
fringed <;rest extending from the head to' the tip
of the tall. It has powerful teeth in its jaw. The
Tautra sleeps in the day and seeks food at night.
The female lays eggs which hatch in 13 months.
The American Museum of Natural History of
~ ew ~ ork has. sent some of the greatest experts
m taxidermy m the world and they will make
models of the hel:)rt, liver, stomach and all other
portions of the body, will preserve the skin in
salt, and will make accurate measurements of
every part of the body. The most difficult part
of the task will be to haul the huge brute either
on the wharf or upon the beach.
The people of Florida have been hearing of the
rhyndon for years, but it had been treated as a
myth like the Atlantic City sea serpent. .
AMERICAN CITIES GOT THEIR
NAMES
. A national commission of which George Washmgton was a member laid out the District of
Col_umbia to be used as a site for the capital city,
whic_h was named for George Washington in spite
of his protests. He always referred to it as the
"Federal City." The ci_ty plan of Washington is
,v ery peculiar, many diagonal aveimes crossing
the checkerboard formed by the intersecting north
and south and east and west streets, thus forming
numerous circular parks. This plan enables one
.~ approach the Capitol and other important
l,uildings by a score of streets and evenues.
HOW

The city of Chicago has an Indian name.
Strange to say, this second largest municipality
in America got its name from tl1e Chicago River,
a small _stream that flows into Lake Michigan at
that pomt. · In 1804 the "city" consisted of a
French trader's log house protected by a wooden
s~ockade, . called For~ Dearborn. The original
city of Clucago was laid out and re'ceived its name
in 1830.
Two hundred and ninety-two years ago a colony _of well-to-do Puritans, under the personal direction of Governor John Winthrop, established
a s~ttlement in ~assachusetts. They christened
their new home m honor of their old home town
of St. Botolf's, {!n tl!e coast of Lincolnshire: Eng~and, but Amenca_mzed the - name by shortening
1t to Boston. Baltimore was named for Cecil Calvert (Lord Baltimore) whom King James I ·had
g1·anted a colony that included our p1·esent State
of Maryland.
The city of St. Louis was named in honor of
the French King, Louis XIV, for at that time the
Louisiana Purchase was unthought of and the
central part of the United _States belonged to
France. Many old French families still live in
St. Louis. Louisville, Kentucky, also received its
name from -~ing Louis. The French territory included Louisiana, also named in honor of King
Louis, and its city of New Orleans merely has
the word "New" added to the French town of
that name. It will be recalled that Orleans in
France became famous almost overnight because
of Joan of Arc, who was dubbed "The Maid of
Orleans" by the enthusiastic French people.
Nashville, capital of Tennessee, was first called
N ashboxough, in honor of Governor Nash of
North Carolina, of which State Tennessee was
then a part. This was later changed to Nashville
I;os Angeles, meaning "The Angels," was at on~
time an old Spanish mission and got its name
from California's early settlers. Detroit was
given its name by the French settlers. In French,
t~e name Det,roit means "The Straits," which was
given the new settlement because of its location
on the broad Detroit River, connecting Lake Erie
and Lake Huron. To-day it might be more appropriately rechristened "Autoville" "Ford'
borough," or even "Lizzietown."
Cleveland, Ohio, is named for Gen. Moses
Cleaveland, the founder of the city, but the extra
letter A has been eliminated, probably as a result of new industrial efficiency methods. Pittsburgh honors the name of Willian Pitt. lts first
name was Duquesne, given by the French who
had located a fort at the junction of the' Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers. After its capture by the English in 1758, George Washington
then an offi~er of British colonial troops, sug~
gested that it be named Fort Pitt. The nearby
settleme1:1t la~er became . known as Pittsburgh.
Hot Sprmgs 1s a noted city of Arkansas and is
pamed fo! the forty-sevE:n large hot springs now
mcluded m an area which the Government has
acquired as a national park. The water is so
warm that it must be sipped like coffee while
'
some of the springs will boil an e~g.
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FINGER
PRINT
OUTFIT
To those who enroll right now I will gl-ve this complete Flng,'c Print Outfit absolutely free.

It Is

a regular expert's working outfit----the same kind that I use myself-the same kind that you will use
when you are ready to accept e. position as a Finger Print Expert. This ofEer is for a limited time only,
so you must l)urry if you want tc take advantage of it. Send in the coupon today for full information.

Be a Finger Print Expert
Learn at Home-30 Minutes a Da:,r
Only thirty minutes a day for a short time. That ls all that Is necessary, · I am a Finger Print Expert
and I know just what Is required. I give you just the kind of training that prepares you to be a. Finger
Print Expert-tbat assures you of a position just a.s soon as you have finished my course. The Finger
Print Expert is always in demand. You need not give up your present occupation while studying this
fascinating profession. Get into this big paying profession right now.

More Men Needed Right Now
The professional Finger Print Expert is alw.ays In
demand. I have so many positions waiting to be
filled right now that I am guaranteeing to place
every man as_ soon as he finishes my course and I
am backing up this remarkable ofEer with a $1000
bank guarantee deposited with the Phillips State
Batik of Chicago. Let me make you a Finger Print
Expert and stai,t; you in a big paying position.

Send Coupon Today
Tbe big opportunity you have been waiting for
is here. Remember you have a position waiting for
you as soon as you llave finished this course. Also
to every student t!Jat I accept now I will give absolutely free a complete Finger Print Outfit as illus•
trated above.
Besides a valuable course for Secret Service In•
telllgence Is also given free to all my students. '!.'bis
information itself is worth many times the cost of
the complete course. Send coupon today and learn

all about it.

U. S. School of Finger Prints
7003 N. ClarK St., RoomlO-95, Chicago, Ill.

I Guarantee
i.Vou a
Position
as soon as you have finished this course.
Write today fo1• full information.
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7003 fl. Clark St., Chical!o, Ill,
Without any oblil(atlons wbntsoever pl•ase send
me full information about your "Guaranteed Posltion Offer-Free Finger Print Outfit." A ,so tell
me bow I can become a Finger Print Expert.

II Name •••••••••••••••••••.•. Age ...........•••••
I

( Address................................. .. ••••-~

I

City ..•••••••••••••••.•... _.... State ...•••_. ,1 •..,_••
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How I in-c1•eased my. salary
mote 'than 30Qo/°'\1'1'1"f- ·
.

E

J,. osep'h lnderson .

AM just the average man-twenty-eight years
old, with a wife and a three-year-old youngster.
I left school when I was fourteen. My parent•
didn't want me to do it, but I thought I knew more
than they did.
I can see my father now, standing before me,
pleading, threatening, coaxing me to keep on with
my schooling. With tears in his eyes he told me
ti.ow he had been a failure all his life because of
lack of education-that the untrained man is always
forced to work for a small salary-that he had
hoped, yes, and prayed, that I would be a more
,uccessful man than he was.
But no I My mind was made up. I had been
offered a job at nine dollars a week and I was going
to take it.
That nine dollars looked awfully bii to me. I
didn't realize then, nor for yearS' afterward, that I
was being paid only for the work of my hand •• My
brain didn't count.
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• alary envelope would show how much he thought

of the improvement in my work.
Today, my salary is more than 30oo/~ greater than
it was when I began my studies. That increase has
meant a better home :md all the luxuries that make
life worth while.
What I have done, you can do. For I am just an
aver:ige man. I had no more education to begin
with than you have-perhaps not as much. Tho
only difference is a matter of training.

T

O every man who is earning less than $75 a
week, I say simply this :-Find out what th,

I. C. S. can do for you!

HEN one day, glancing through a magazine, I
It will take only a minute of your time to mark
came across the story of a man just like my• elf.
and mail the coupon. But that one simple act may
He, too, had left school when he was fourteen years
change your whole life.
of age, and had worked for years at a small salary.
If I hadn't taken that first step four years ago
But he was ambitious. He decided that he would
I wouldn't be writing this message to you today I
get out of the rut by training himself to become
No, and I wouldn't be earning anywhere near $75
expert in some line of work.
a week, either I
So he got in touch with the International Corre•
spondence Schools at Scranton and started to study - - - - - - - T E A R OUT I l E R ! l - - - - - - INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
in his spare time at home. It was the turn in the
Bu «9o .. e. Scranton, Penna.
road for him-the beginning of his success.
Without cost or oblleatlon, plaast tell me ho,., I can quallfy fol
lbe position or in th• 1ubject 1.Je/or, which I ba,e mar.kid an X:
Most stories like that tell of the presidents of
BUSINESS TRAINING DEP'ARTMENT
great institutions who are earning $25,000 and
llu1!n111 Manasemen&
ISaleamaDJhlp
lndusirtal MaD&litemtnt
.&.d,ertJsinw
$50,000 a year. Those stories frighten me. I don't
Personnel or,antzatlon
lktter Letters
Traffic Manaaemcut
Foreign Trade
think I could ever earn that much. But this story
Rtu1in111 La.\f
Stenovaphy and Tntn.
Ba.nklnl and Bankln~ Law
told of a man who, through spare time tudy, lifted
Uuslnesa Ensllah
.lecountancy (lncludlni.C.P.A.)
m,n Service
himself :from $25 to $75 a week. It made an imNlchel son Coat. Accowu.101
Bailwa, Mail Clerk
Bookkeentn&
Common School Subjects
pression on me because it talked in terms I could
Prlnto Secretary
Hieb 8chool Subject,
understand. It seemed reasonable to suppose that
Bualneu Spanl1h
D Trench
Illustratlni.
D Cartoonlq
I could do as well.
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
1
Electrlcal Enaineerina
Architect
I tell you it didn't take me long that time to mark
~i;~~~c1:~~•~~1:1~11r
8~~i~~~t.1!~•i~1fcter
and send in that familiar coupon. Information
Mech..nlca.l Dra.ftsman
Archlt.ctura.l Draltamaa
Machine Shop P ract!ae
Concrete Builder
regarding the Course I had marked came back by
Rollrond Pos i tion•
Structural 1Cna1neer
return mail. I found it wasn't too late to make up 1
G8J1 Engj no Operat!nc
Plumblnc and Heatlnc
Cl
vJl
J,in1ln1u
ChPmJstry D Pha.rmaey
the education I had denied my~elf as a boy.
Suneylna: and Mapplns
A utomobllo Work
MetaUurr,
D MlninJ"
N av1 aat1on
I was surprised to find out how fascinating a
Steam En.rtnee-rinc
Agri culture &nd Poultr7
Badio
O Airplane Enr;lnes
athemallca
home-study course could be. The I. C. S. worked
with me every hour I bad to spare. I felt myself
Name ....................... .,...-----··················.. ·························
growing. I knew there, was a bigger job waiting 8treet
Addre11 •••• " .........11t, 91nn ..u:r""1•• ......-..........'"' ... u:, ... • - •..•n•• ........ , .......... .._
for me somewhere.
Four months after I enrolled my employer came Clty ................................................. ...Stat. ....... , ............................. _ •.•
SO _me and told me that he always gave preference Oocupa.tlon ...... .. ............. .......................... .... ............. ..... .....................• 111e11 w~g 1tudied their job1-and that my next

l
I

0

-
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ICEBERGS Alm
MOST

DANGEROUS

Shetland Ponies

IN SPRING
Contrary of the
belief of many
!)eople, the season
when icebergs are
,most dangerous
to ships ill the
North Atlantic is
not in the winter
but in the spring
and summer,
when
the
big
bergs break away
from the fields
formed during the
winter and drift
into the lane of
ships. In winter
the floating fields
of ice are so frozen together that
they offer but little
danger
to
snips. The small
drifts that float,
into the North
Atlantic in winter
may easily be
ploughed through
by a big ship
without any difficulty. In clear
weather icebergs
may be seen at a
great distance so
that ships may
change their
course and avoid
c o l l i s i o n. The
chief difficulty in
the spring and
summer lies in
the presence of
fog that usually
surrounds a huge
berg, so that it
cannot be seen.
The
United
States C o a st guard maintains
a fleet of cutters
whose duty it is
not only to warn
other ships of the
presence of icebergs but to dynamite and destroy
the bergs if possible. The work
must be done
carefully,
for
there is great
likelihood of the
explosive merely
destroying t h e
top of the berg,
leaving the bulk
of it floating beneath the surface.

Sell Madison uBetter-Ma4e 0 Shirts, Pa.jam as, a11d Ntirhtsbirts direct from eur

FREE

factory to wearer. Nation.s.11 y acfverttsed.
Easy to Gell. Exclwstve patterns. E::rcept1onal values. Ne experience or
capital recrulred. La-r~e stea.dtincome

I have given many
Shetland Ponies
away to boys and
girls and I am going
to give these three to
some other boys or
girls who write me
promptly and do
it1St as I say. I will give the ponies and saddles
and bridles. They are all certainly beauties-so
gentle and bright-as playful as kittens. Could
you think of anything finer? And you can bave
on<' of these ponies with a fine saddle and bridle
without spending one cent of your own money.

uauwiiT~~~Yf1'ElS°i.Ait2'J:s.

MADISON SHIRT CO ••

••:a • •woy, N. Y. City

Pimples

Your akin can be quickly cle,.red of Plmplea1 _Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on the tac" or btoiy, .tSarber•
Itch, Eczema, ~rged Peree, 01·1
Dr s:::·ny Skip!
D 'IC''I&' • ,lte today for my
ll
lllet, •

F

Hundreds of Other FREE
Presents ;~· 5t~~r!~'!1 ~?i~t,~~ gA~:

a&JC,J.C,

$1000 Caah

AB-TONE SKIN/"

after be:'
•i,y• Imyaelf
o•n ctearyour 91,f,. of
}l

ing
.,,,,, I <."Ure
t~d 1-r K
•·

.J11NY• Ill•~~••

E.S.GIVP1$, 186 Chomlcal tldg.• ltat••••ity,Mo.

presents a_b solutely F1<EE. When I say FREE,
I mean just what I say. You can have them as
a present from me I I want you to send your
name ng:ht now-that's all-not even a stamp.

Don't Send a Cent ;;f/:;'~:...'\':i's1

say ,"I wanton~ of the Shetland Ponies you arcelving
away." Write ri&h t now. I like prompt boys and girls.

UNCLE ABE, The Pony Club Man
l)ept. 116

Batavia, Illinois

!aught &lmost aur one at home.

~all eo.._
Send TODA.J: 2 ...nts to• paRil.e<1lu•a and

tlf'-Oof.

GEORGE W. Sl\II'.l'H
Room 111-762, 1.25 N. Jell' Ave., Peoria, Ill,

Fielder's 6!~!!:~~~~~t!~nL.!!!L FREE
1

Hhrh Grade Fietder's G l o v e ~
a n rl Re,-u.J.atlon Ball {fall 111:;,a),..
with Hore(.'hide Cover. Gcar-

St·;:!ira:}aLt~nEQ"~ fl!rf!~:~ Pn/mitmltl

Jron nv- Wax l\t 10c a packqe.
Ea.~:, to eell.
mr demandOrder to-day . Send no money
E:xtra pre.not if yoo. order now.

ltOUDUDC

j

IIINGO CO, Dept, . 55 A llln&hamton. N. Ye

Only $2.00 dqwn and $1.00
per week for this platinum fin.,
finest pierced ARTEX ring with
two French cut blne sa]')phlres on
:sides. Guaranteed full I Ct. perfect
cut stone of blue white .diamond radiance and beauty. For a flawless
diamond of this cut ar,:l size. yon
would pay, elsewhere, upwar~s of
$150 . Our special price only Hu.00and ten weeks to pay It. Send for
yours now. State W hether ladles' or gents' desired, glvm&'
!Inger size. Our guan.mtee protects you.
P. A .ll'rEX COMPANY
1133 Broadway
Ne,v Yo1·k CHy, N. Y.

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

- - LATEST ISSUES - 10±7 Young W!ld West us u Scout; or, Saving the Emi-

Useful, Instructive and Amu!!ing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

1048

No. 1 . NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DUEAi\I
BOOK. - Coutainlng the great oracle o! bumnn destiny•
also the true meauing of almost any kind of dreams:

1079

grant Train.
Running t11e Rancb; 01·, Arletta's Game Jrtgbt.
and "Cbapparal Chick"; or, '.rbe Bandits ot
the l•'oothllls.
" and the Mud Mexican; or, Arietta's Warning
Shot.
" ond the Cowboy Mllllonnlre; or, Hemm~ed In
by Enemies.
" In the "Lnnd of Dead Things"; or, Arietta and
the Vultures.
" Liti~~~~!clr~eap; or, 11 Desperate Duel on
"
In the Golden Volley; or, .A riPttn's Indian Slgn.
" M~ rkec1 Mnstang; or, 'l'rnpplng the Horse
'l'hleves.
" ancl "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
" Almost Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted
Pine.
·
•· Bufl'tllo Hunt; or, AriPtta's Awful .!:tide.
" at Botivqr Buttf'; or. The Camn That Was Run
by "Bad" Men.
" and the Trapped Troopers; or, Arietta and the
Apnrhe Ambnsb.
" nnil the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Ranrh For1 y.
" and thr Indlan Agent; or, Arielta's Daring
Expose.
" anrl 1he Rirh Rnnchero; or, The Shot Thnt
l\ln<l!' a Frknd.
" and the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
Altnnativc.
" Rlld "Spotted Snm"; or Trnlllng a Halfbreed.
" Scrlmmag-e In Mexico; or, Ariettn and the Va(}UNO Danctv.
" Balking the "Bud" l\len; or, Saved by the Clever
Chine\!.
" Lending Ute Cowboys; or, Ar!etta's Flgllt With
the Rustlers.
" Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Deflanc!'.
" Ptirsuing the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Reelskin Princess.
" and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang of
the Gn1ch.
" aud the Border Crooks ; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
" Fightlng the Fire FiendR; or, Saving a Herd
of C's ttlP.
" Deitth Dr11w; or, Arietta Dunlog the De~perndoes.
" null tlto Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
!110 SNtlement.
" Stak!n!? n Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Grizzly Roar.
" Roplnl): the "Gh08t Drtncers"; or, Spoiling an
Tn rl1nn Outln·enlc
" Cnntnr!n,:: a Claim; or, Arietta and the Gold
Pocket.
" anrl the D<'ndwoocl Dendsbot; or, The Mnn Who

1080

"

n~scuing n Ranohmnn;

1081

"

Renegnde CowbovR.
Bet raved b:v a Greaser; or, Sealed in an Aztec

1049

1050
1051
1052
, 1Q53
JQ54

I

1055

, 1056
1057
10:'iS
1059
1000
1061
1062

1063
1064
1005
1066
1

f1-067
11068

11.oa~
1010

1

1071

1

1012
1

!1073
107.J.
1075
l07G
1077
1078

"

"

10S2

"

1083

"

For
11ddreH

Was ITnr,l to 1\pnt.

or, .Arietta nnd the

Tonib.
·
Fl<tl,t nt UH' Forks; or, Arietta and the Lost
Emig-rant Train .
nnrl tll(> D~sperado; or, 'l'he 1\lll sked Men ot the
Mountain .
eale bv all newad~alera, er will be •ent f,o an:,
011 receipt of prl~e, 7o per COPY, In mone7 01

postai;-e ~tamp•. by

I

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 1110.,
. 1611 West 28!1 Street,

Ne,v York Clt:,

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Prlee SIi Centa Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent ohanitel In the
matb.od of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lesions, covering every phase ot scenario writ·
hi.g, For sale by all Newildealera and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
815 <:j)llt$, Ill money or postage stamps, and we 'Will
mall you one, postage :tree. Addret1a
L. SENARENS, 210 Seventh A.Ye.. New York, N. Y.

~~~:];lier with charms. ceremonies and curious games of
N~. 2. HOW TO no TRICKS . - The gr!'at hook of
magic and card tricks, containing full lnstrnctlons on
all leadin_e; card tricks of the day, also the most popular
~aglcal illusions as perform_ed by our leacUng magicrn'.'s; every boy should obtnm a copy of this book.
_:No. ~- HO\V TO FLiltT. - The arts ancl wUes of
flu·tutlon arc fullly explained by tills llttle book. Besi,les Ilic varlons methods of handkerchief, tau, glove,
parasol, ,dndow nnc1 hat flirtation, it contains a fnlJ list
of the Jauguage an(] senllment of flowers.
No. 5. HOW TO MARE LOVE.-A complete guide to
love, conrtshlp antl marriage , giving sensib le adv!c!',
rules anrl etiquett<> to be observed, with many cnrlous
and interesting thlngH not generally known.
No. 7. HO\V •.ro KEEP BIRD!>.-Ilnn,lsomely illustrated and contaln!n~ full instrnctions for the nrnnagem!'nt and training of t)1e cnnary, mockingbird, bobol!nk,
blackbird, pnroqupt, parrot, etc.
No. 10.-uow 1'0 ROX.-Tl1e ,irt of self-dcfen•e made
easy. Contalnini:, over thit-t)· iJlustrnl·fons of gnarcls,
blows and the different positions of a i;:ood hoxer. Flvery
hoy shoulrl ohtnln oue of these useful anc'l lnstrnctiv·e
~tr';,.~~'orns It will teach you liow to box without an inNo. 11. H01V '1'0 WRITE LOYE-Ll~TTF,RS.-A most
complete little boolt, co ntnlning full directions !or writJn,_ love-letters, and when to use tl1em, giving spoclmen
letters for young and old.
No. l3.-HOW

TO DO

IT;

Or,

BOOR

OF

ETI-

QUWf1'E.-It !s n great lif<' secret, and one tltat every
ino~~-g man desires to know _a bout. Tliere's happiness
No, 14. now TO MARE CANDY.-A oomplete lrnnilbook for makrng all kinds of candy, lee-cream, syrups

N<::Pnces, etc.
'
No. 18. no,v TO BECOl\lE BEAi:-TJFUL.-One ot

the hr!gbtest and most valuable little books ever given
to the world. Everybody wlsbes to know how to beeome bcnut!ful, both male and female. The secret 18
simple nnd almost coStlf'ss.

No. 20.
now 1'0 ENTERTAIN AN EVF,NJ'VG
PAUTY.-A most 0omplete compendlum of games sports

card cll,·0rs\ous. comic recitations, etc., suitable f~r par~
lor a1· drnwlng-romu enteTtalnm,,nt. It contains more
for tb0 money thnn any hook puhllshed. ,
No. 23. HOW 'l'O F,XPLALV DREAilfS.-Tbis little
book gives the Pxplanation to all kinds of dreams togetlter "·ith lnrky and unlucky days.
'
No. ~4.

now

No. 26.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

No. 29,

HOW TO BECOJ\1:)ll AN _IJ'!'VEN1'0R, -Iilvery

TO WRITE_ LETTERS 1'0 GENTL"E-

MEN.-Conta\nlne; full directions for writing to gentlemen 0n nll subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO RECO:lfl'l A GY11INAST.-C'ontalning full rllrectlona for all kinds of g-rm11nstlc sporl s nnd
athletic oxerclses. Embracing thirty-five illustrntlons.
B)• Professor W. Macdonald.
-Fullly lllustrnted. Full instructions are l):iven in this
l!ttle book, together with !nstrucrlonR on swimming and
ricllng, comnnnion sports to boAting.
No. 28. IIOW 1'0 •.rELL FORTUNES.-Every one ls
rlesirous nf kno,Ylng what his fntui-e life will brin,:forth, whether happiness or misery, wealth or poverty.
Yon can tell by a glance at ifu.ls little book . Buy one
and be convinced.
boy alioulrl know how !nveuhons or1g1oatrd. This book
explain~ tlwm all, givin<r examples _!n electricity, hydranlicf;I, mag-nPtiPm, opttr-s, pneumatics, mechan1r-~, N~
No. 30. HOW TO COO"!{.-One of the most lnstructiva
books on cooldn,:: ever published. It contains recipes
for cnoklog mruts, fish, game and oysters; also pies
pucldine;s, cakes and a1l kinds of pastry, and a grand
coll~ctiou of rccipeA.
No, 83. JIOW TO BEHAVE. - Containing the rules
and etiquette of l):oocl society and the easiest and most
Approved method~ ot appearing to good advantage at
part!~s. balls, the theatre, churcch, and 1n the draw•
ing-room.

wu«

For ollle b:, nil newsdealers or
be • .,... t• _,.
addreso on receipt ef prlee, 10 centtl per NPJ', bl meaq
or po•tae:e stomp•, by-

HARRY E. WOLJi'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Streei

N•w Yeril

